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Great moments start here.
It is this moment that creates a real warmth our families love returning to and our friends look forward to visiting. 
Great doors, like great homes, carry lasting memories across time. That's why many of us recall the good ol' days, 

where life felt complete by the simple sound of an old-fashioned screen door slamming (with an honest-to-goodness 
satisfying slap!). But what exactly makes one door extra-ordinary and memorable, while others remain commonplace 

Timeless design, careful craftsmanship and real wood construction—providing lasting stability and meaning to 
what otherwise would just be an object. Your home deserves more than ordinary doors!

Choose Vintage Doors

Shop Online Now » VintageDoors.com | Free Catalog » 1 (800) 787-2001
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Tf'om the "Editor

SIDE
NOTES

ARTS & CRAFTS HOMES
For OHJ readers who 
enjoyed its sister publica
tion, Arts & Crafts Homes 
and the Revival: Regular 
coverage with new mate
rial is available at the 
ACH website. Find a deep 
archive of bungalow and 
Craftsman house tours, 
new homes by revival 
designers, period inspired 
kitchens and baths, and 
travel destinations for the 
Arts & Crafts aficionado. 
(Read Brian Coleman's 
new tour of Scotland, and 
visit the Roycroft Campus.) 
Find how-to, know-how. 
and repair articles. The 
Products & Services Di
rectory is well-organized 
and illustrated, pointing 
the way to appropriate 
materials and today’s 
artisans. And while you're 
there browsing, sign up 
for the free editorial e- 
newsletter that's delivered 
twice a month.

Arts & Crafts Homes 
will publish an annual 

"bookazine" print issue and 
directory, on sale Oct. 9.
If you read OHJ or go to 
any of our websites, you'll 
hear all about it. includ
ing how to order a copy 
direct from the publisher. 
artsandcraftshomes.com

Tell me a story ...
Marketers and ministers know this: If you want your audience engaged and your point well made, 
if you hope they’ll remember, then tell a story. Don’t lecture or preacli. Tell a good story.

To those who look and listen, houses tell stories about their builders and occupants. The oldest 
houses embody more stories. Then there are houses “right out of a storybook,” the eccentric 
widely known as Storybook Style houses, which spin a tale of Hollywood sets, American soldiers 
home from Europe, and medieval fantasies.

Not everything can be a fairytale, of course. A restoration article, for example, must get down to 
business: this material, this tool, this process. Tell me how to build a stoop or porch steps, though, 
and I’ll tell you why. Because when you sit on the stoop—a place between the private house and the 
public street—you see that Mrs. Wilson is back from Florida and the little boy across the street has a 
new puppy. Stoop-sitting is the social commitment that binds a neighborhood.

Wood porches, it’s true, need a fair amount of upkeep. We need instruction on carpentry, epoxy, 
and painting. But we do it all for the stories. Years ago, in the country, I lived in a house called 
Salaniovka (above). It was a long-neglected house, managed reluctantly by a park service, and

in bad repair. I have rich memories of those summers spent mostly 
on the porch. Its roof leaked buckets, of course, and balusters were 
missing by the running foot, but there was so much porch it didn’t 
matter. Fam'ily, kids, guests would sit to watch the weather gather in 
a valley over the river, sheltered from violent August thunderstorms. 
The porch smelled of honeysuckle. The side near the big farmhouse 
kitchen was the place to haul sweet corn to shuck it while sitting on 
the single step, while the screen door slammed behind.

Later 1 bought a shingled house that had been built with a big front 
porch and a kitchen porch, but they were long gone. I put them back. 
Not because it was cheap or easy, but because I wanted the stories.

ones

Welcome to Arts & Crafts Homes'

8 TALK TO US • Email me at ppoore@aimmerfia.com, or find us on Facebook at facebook.com/oldhousejournal.



BWOOD
Built In Dog Door Flops Wood Security 

Screen Doors i
L

PiConstructed with a high strength 
steel wire screen that Is 
resistant to forced

Si

f i 5. •
entry, being cut.

y-torn or dented.
but with the look
and visibility of
a traditional
screen door. Made 
from Oak or Mahogany 
for added security. Keyed locking 
handle and fixed pin hinges included! 
Several designs available!

Mode in the USA Over 300 Styles Any Size
Dog Doors Arch Tops Security Screen Doors 

Window Screens Storm Windows Various Wood Types 
Staining & Painting Available Direct Nationwide

And Much More!

Custom Designs

COPPA WOODWORmNa, INC.
(310) 548-4142 www.coppawoodworking.com
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I Woodway Quality
Quickly add curb appeal to your project, featuring
America’s #1 Lattice. Made from rot resistant
Western Red Cedar or Mahogany, Woodway lattice
and deck accessories are the perfect addition to
any outdoor project.

Lattice
Post Caps
Architectural Deckrail
Post Sleeves MADE

AMERICAAnd so much more ...
STRONG

Visit us at woodwayproducts.com
or call 800-459-8718



INSPIRED*
TIMELESS

Storybookish
Whimsies
Evoking the fanciful and the fantastic, 
Storybook Style delights the child 
in all of us. By Mary Ellen Poison

1. GOTHIC VIGOR
Accented with scrolls, medallions, and 
fleur-de-lis brackets, the Calandra 
chandelier is lit by six faux amber 
candle lights mounted on spiked 
arms. The gilded tobacco finish adds 
Gothic ambience. Measuring 36" 
wide, the total suspended length can 
range from 4' to 8'. $4,491. Meyda 
Tiffany, 1800) 222-4009, meyda.com

2. COTTAGE ARCH
No Storybook cottage is complete 
without a round-top door, especially 
if it's this raised-panel style in 
African mahogany. Clear insulated 
glass panes create another arch. 
$5,000 and up. Vintage Doors,
(800) 787-2001, vintagedoors.com

3. DREAMY DISTORTION
No. 7 in the Artisan Series, this stepped 
display bookcase is unconventional.
It's 54" high x 30" wide x 16" deep.
Each made-to-order bookcase 
comes in more than 30 paint and 
stain colors. $1,650. Dust Furniture. 
(219) 464-9100, dustfurniture.com

4. DANCING MICE
"If there are mice in the pantry, they 
best be mine," quips David Berman of 
Trustworth Studios, This new reissue 
of a Silver Studio paper is scaled for 
the back of pantry shelves; $7/sq.ft. It’s 
shown with Angelic Forest, a magical 
C.F.A. Voysey-designed wallpaper that 
presents a garden inhabited by birds 
and fairy angels. Produced digitally, the 
paper is 21" wide and comes in 30-sq. 
ft. single rolls, each $210. Trustworth 
Studios, (5081 746-1847, trustworth.com

12
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5. ELIZABETHAN TWIST
Perfect for a courtly dining hall, the 
Tully armchair has barley-twist arms 
and legs and nail-head accents. Remi
niscent of Elizabethan Revival style, the 
chair measures 44 V2" high x 24 ’/a" wide 
X 25" deep,$1,500 and up. Stickley,
(315) 682-5500, stickley.com

6. HERALDIC CLAY
One of a series of art tiles with heraldic 
names, Gilly Flower is composed of 
two tiles fused together with piercings 
and relief. The multi-colored floral 
tiles are finished with lead-free glazes. 
$210 each. Tudor Tile, 1360) 647-2596, 
tudortile.com

7. MOTTOES MEDIEVAL
Taber-Prang art prints—lithographs 
produced ca. 1904-1905—are prized for 
their allusion to life in the Middle Ages. 
Giclee reproductions measure 16 VC x 
9 ’A". $40. In a quarter-sawn oak frame; 
$165. Ford Craftsman Studios. (817) 
919-8470, fordcraftsmanonUne.com

8. BRICK PEANUT BRITTLE
Lumpy and distorted clinker bricks 
invite freeform installations for founda
tions and walls, entry stairs, and chim
ney bases. Bricks from the Old Pasade
na collection are mostly red. some with 
black charring. Gavin Historical Bricks, 
(319) 354-5251, historicalbricks.com

ti , hi !tii giTi

■

9. THATCH IN SHINGLES
When only a real steam-bent, wave- 
coursed roof will do, contact this 
artisanal roofing specialist. All roofs are 
unique works of art. $100,000 and up. 
CRS Roofing Artisans, (800] 439-4371. 
roofingartisans. com

10. BOLT THE CASTLE KEEP
The medieval-style iron surface bolt co
ordinates with Salzburg Imperial entry 
sets from the same distributor. Forged 
in Austria, the bolt comes in 8" and 
12" lengths. Surface and flush strikes 
to secure a door or gate are included. 
$121-$130. Ironlock Imports, (877) 
650-5101. locksandtevers.com

13



Porch & GardenEnhance your summer with new 
furniture, great tools, a planter, or 
even a pool. By Mary EUen Poison

1. TAKE A PLUNGE
Gracefully sized like fountains, these 
saltwater plunge pools come ready to 
install with an engineered concrete shell, 
tiled interior, variable speed pump and 
filter, and LED pool light. The standard 
size measures 7' x 13'. $21,750. Soake 
Pools, (603) 749-0665, soakepools.com

2. SPRING FORWARD
Inspired by steel spring chairs first made 
in the 1940s, the Gracie chair uses a sim
ple cantilevered design that allows the 
occupant to gently bounce cares away. 
They're offered in sets of two, in four 
playful colors. $269. Crosley Furniture, 
(800) 815-4796, crosleyfurniture.com

3. CALL THEJETSONS
Perched on tapered. Atomic Age legs, 
the Astrofire firepit can be configured 
to burn wood or propane/natural gas. 
Crafted from hand-rolled 14-gauge steel, 
it comes in seven colors. The 22"-wide 
pit has a tabletop option. $1,450-$1,750. 
Boxhill, [5201 909-6109, shopboxhill.com

4. THE WRIGHT PLANTER
Designed for the entrance to Frank Lloyd 
Wright's studio, the Oak Park Studio Vase 
is made of cast sandstone. At 34 %" wide 
X 23 Vz" high, the medium size matches 
the scale of the original; it weighs 800 
pounds. $1,424 before shipping. Oak 
Park Home & Hardware. (773) 836-3606, 
oakparkhome-hardware.com

S. MONTANA FORGED
The trowel, garden rake, and square hoe 
in the Harvest garden tool set are hand- 
forged with traditional blacksmithing 
techniques. Each tool is shaped over an 
anvil, joined with solid steel rivets, and 
set into a hand-turned handle of black 
walnut. $204. Kaufmann Mercantile, (8551 
848-3778, kaufmann-mercantile.com

14
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BUUD AN INSPIRING HOME
WHERE YOU CAN CREATE!

LY TIMELESS COLLECTION

Welcome to the enchanting world of Storybook 
Homes, the premier cottage design firm, 
specializing in Old-world, storybook style 

cottages. We have 105 cottage plans currently 
available, which can be customized, or we can 

create a cottage especially for you.
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WINDOW
SHOPPING

Raised Houses
Supported by brick piers, or built over a full “English 
basement”—raising the house lends advantages.

NEW ORLEANS, LA / $759,900
Raised basements were essential for homes in 
low-lying areas. With a deep bracketed roofline, 
this raised Italianate cottage features floor-to- 
ceiling windows, heart-pine floors, a grand arch 
between parlors, and period mantels and doors.

MOBILE, AL/$440,000
A 1905 Arts & Crafts Bungalow on brick piers has a pyramidal roof, a 
broad, gas-lit front porch with large square columns, original tiled fire
places, stained glass, period woodwork, and a back porch with a swing. APEX, NC / $549,999

This ca. 1905 Queen Anne on low brick piers has 
two front gables with lapped fish-scale shingles, 
a restored wraparound porch, and a new tin roof. 
Inside find tongue-and-groove pine flooring, the 
original staircase, nine fireplaces, vintage shiplap.

RANDOLPH, NJ / $679,000
Tuttle Cooperage is a historic barrel-maker’s house dating as early as 
1797, but with later additions. The oldest section of the National Register 
house is a summer kitchen in the English basement, with old brick floors, 
ceiling beams, a walk-in fireplace with a bee-hive oven, and iron cranes 
for cooking over the hearth.

WASHINGTON, DC / $879,000
A deep, ornate cornice, ribbon coursing, and a 
setback entrance give this ca. 1890 brick row house 
architectural depth. Transoms over doors, an origi
nal staircase with spandrel ornaments, patterned 
brick fireplaces, and a full English basement await.

16



HOUSE OF ANTIQUE HARDWARE
Timeless Classics for Your Vintage Home

www.HouseofAntiqueHardware.com

That Complements Any Kitchen
Adorned with chrome, nickel, or copper, each custom built 

Elmira Stove Works appliance is true to its era, 
while offering the performance and features 
found in the most modern kitchen 

appliances. Let us build one for you.

1

tt 9

_ Elmira 
Stove

Works
For true originals. 1-800-295-8498 flH

• WALL OVENS ■ REFRIGERATORS « MICROWAVES • DISHWASHERS

f.
y

I

ElmiraStoveWorks.com

RANGES
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SUCCESS!

AN OLD NANTUCKET HOUSE
This family was on a mission to revive and protect the 
historic 1809 structure. By Mary Bergman, with Esta-Lee & Harris Stone

On Nantucket Island off the Cape Cod coast in Massachusetts,
quaint cobblestone streets and sandy beaches make for a booming
real-estate market. The high turnover threatens the island’s more than
800 pre-Civil War era homes. Every year, more are gutted and their
original building materials carted away for disposal. Preservation is
an uphill battle.

So I’m happy to share a successful rescue. Esta-Lee and Harris Stone
set out to find a historic home that needed restoration and protection.
The 1809 house they fell in love with was in serious need of repair.
It had most recently been a boardinghouse, and many elements had
faded or been covered up. The very foundation required repointing
and new stucco. Fireplaces and transoms had been boarded up; floors
were dirty, scratched, and dull; plaster walls were cracked; all the
mechanicals needed upgrading.

The first time we walked through the house with potential
contractor Mickey Rowland,” says Esta-Lee, “he warned, ‘if you’re
interested in gutting this house, then I’m not your guy’. That’s when
I knew he was perfect for the job.

18 SHOW US • Submit your successful project, large or small to ppoore@aimmedia.com.



OPPOSITE Built near the
curb, the old house
has typical Nantucket
entry steps. The former
boardinghouse required a
great deal of restoration.
INSET Homeowners Esta-
Lee and Harris Stone.
LEFT The right-side parlor
has plain trim, all original.
BELOW A top-floor bedroom
fireplace during restora
tion, BOTTOM LEFT The
winder staircase behind
what's now the side entry
is early; a more formal
stair was added when
the house was extended
in the 19th century.
BELOW RIGHT The wainscot-
ed left-side parlor today.



Esta-Lee and Harris had read a few books about 
furnishing old houses, but nothing about the nuts and 
bolts of restoration. They’d found preservation carpenter 
Sandy Kendall, who in turn recommended Milton 
Rowland to design the repaii's. Pen Austin, an expert in 
repairing plaster, restoring chimneys, and refinishing 
floors, restored the home to its original look. Austin 
echoed Nantucket’s whaling past by “scrimshawing” 
scenes into one fireplace’s new plaster surround.

Now the Stones have a comfortable home; it’s like 
visiting world travelers, not another white-on-white 
decorator showroom. Though the rooms are traditionally 
modest, the Stones give a Christmas party 
for 6o every year, and 13 family members of three 
generations spend time here during the summer.

What makes this property all the more special is 
that the Stones made sure the house and their little piece 
of Nantucket will be preserved for future generations: 
The Stones worked with the Nantucket Preservation 
Trust to put a preservation deed restriction on the 
property. It covers exterior and interior changes.
"I walk through these rooms, and am aniazed to think 
of how many before me have passed through the space,” 
says Esta-Lee Stone.

MARY BERGMAM IS COMMUNICATIONS DIRECTOR 
FOR THE NANTUCKET PRESERVATION TRUST.

I

TOP This period mantel was salvaged
from a nearby home, above The stove was

repurposed fora basement bedroom.
RIGHT Extra bedrooms, baths, an office, and a

laundry now occupy the raised basement.

20
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Effortless Epoxy
for everything worth saving.

SixlO rHlCKENED EPOXY
ADHESIVE

pan. oap-fiHing epoxy edhe^ve in ■ s«H-metering cartrkige
/VtwO'

SixlO® Thickened Epoxy Adhesive
is a permanent, waterproof, gap tilling epoxy that tx)nds tenaciously 
to wood, metal, concrete and more, The self-metering cartridge fits 
any standard caulking gun. All you need to do is squeeze,

westsystem.com I 866-937-8797
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Heating & Cooling Made Easy with Hi-Velocity Systems..

Superior Indoor Air Quality 
and Climate Control Add-On HE PS 

Air Purification 
System cleans the 

air down to the 
smallest molecule

Multi-Positional 
Fan Coil fits in 

Attics,
Crawlspaces,

Closets,
anywhere!

Smalt Diameter 
Flexible Duct 

fits in Confined 
Areas with 
No Major 

Remodelling

Attractive Vent Plates 
to match any decor Use your 

existing hot 
water appliance 

to efficiently 
and reliably heat 

your home
Clean Comfortable Air with 

no Hot & Cold Spots! Si

Call us today for more information 1-888-652-2219 or visit www.hi-velocity.com
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DESIGN

A large oeil-de-boeuf
window brings light

into a mudroom and is
a dramatic focal point

on the exterior. The
glazed door is from

the 192DS.

THE LIGHT
Windows • Transoms •

24

32 VINTAGE VISION
34 KITCHENS + BATHS
36 THEY STILL MAKE
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TfeVIEW
THROUGH THE

GLASS
Glazing-the glass configuration 
chosen for windows and doors-can 
transform interior environments 
by bringing in light and by opening 
or concealing views; glass allows 
connection between interior spaces 
and to the outdoors. Modern glazing 
systems, deftly used together with 
design that considers proper pro
portion and compatible style, make 
it possible to reach for the sky 
while remaining firmly sheltered 
indoors. I By Mary Ellen Poison
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A HARBOR VIEW
The owners of a smallish Second Empire
house on Boston’s North Shore had re
quested a sitting area off the new master
bedroom on the second floor, preferably
with a beautiful prospect. Architect Mat
Cummings answered with a cupola
like tower that includes broad banks
of operable sash windows that not only
bring light into the suite, but also afford
a coveted vista. "The tower has beautiful
views of the water over the rooftops of
Marblehead Harbor," Cummings says.

Crowning each bank of windows is
an elliptical arch, overlaid with a grid
of simulated divided lights—a nod to
high-style window details dating to late
19th-century Queen
Anne and Shingle
Style dwellings. The
windows are purposely
different from those
used elsewhere in the
renovation, though
they maintain the es- indows may be the eyes of the house,
sence of the historic but that doesn’t mean that they are always in the right place orhouse. "1 wanted the that we like everything they show us. That’s why a good designerroom to stand out." or architect considers sight lines not only when building new but
says Cummings. also when renovating historic houses.

From this vantage ‘If the view is the painting and the window is the frame, sayspoint, the eye sees David Heide, a Minneapolis architectural designer who works
from the yard below extensively in historic restoration, “think about what’s beyond
into the infinite blue. the opening that still aligns with the rules of the house but also

makes sense experientially when you’re inside looking out.’’ 
Just as it makes sense to add glazing (if it had been limited) 

when the view is of a lake or a mountain, it also makes 
to remove or otherwise conceal a window that gives a prospect 
of, say, a building topped with concertina wire. Transparent or 
translucent glazing in doors and windows will bring light into a 
dark interior; opaque glass or panels minimize too-bright sun
light in a hot climate, [/e.r/ cont. on page 30]

TOP RIGHT A new sunroom on the back of a Second Empire cottage 
offers abundant light and views of Marblehead Harbor. 

INSET & LEFT Tucked into the ell formed by the old house and a 
new two-storey addition, the sunroom acts as a covered porch 

for the rear entry and is the platform for a New England coastal 
tradition: a widow's walk with harbor views.

sense
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Those Aren’t
Doors, They’re
Windows!
Long neglected and in disrepair, the
1924 Mediterranean-style villa in a
landmarked historic district was oth
erwise perfect for an extended family
looking to convert it into two separate
living spaces. A key element in the work.
designed by David Heide Design Studio
was returning the building’s signature
arched casement windows to their origi
nal size and shape.

In the more traditional downstairs
unit, the team recast the dining room
space as a new, period-appropriate
kitchen, linking it directly to the living
room. The passage is a stunning set of
arched, double French doors with wavy
Art Nouveau muntins near the top, found
during the careful "forensic demoli
tion" of the house. A small addition—the
breakfast room flooded with light—re
placed the dining room eliminated by
request of the clients.

Heide likes to convert any single-
glazed windows to double glazing by
adding a layer of vintage storm-window
glass: "You get the old, wavy glass with
out compromising energy efficiency."

FOOL THE EYE
Patterned after the arched

windows on the exterior, the French
windows aren’t operable. "These are
actually fixed, designed to look like

doors, but the doors don’t open."
says designer David Heide.

"The room's too small.'

ABOVE Floor-to-ceiling arched
windows masquerading as

doors are actually fixed in place
because there's no room for
an in-swing, right A pair of

arching French doors with wavy
Art Nouveau glazing bars joins
the living room to the kitchen

which replaced the dining room
in the original floor plan.



Timber-frame beams
supported by trusses
mark the back of the
original 1790 house.
Architect Cummings

brought in the light with
sash windows, a skylight
A and a French door.

When a house dates to 1790 and has made it through at least 
fire and had modifications in every century since, most people 
would throw up tlieir hands on choosing a window style. But to 
architect Mat Cummings, the house’s diverse history gave him 
permission to play with multiple influences. “We didn’t want to 
play the Match Game because there was too much to match.”

one

Consider that the main part of the 
house has Federal windows with large 
glass panes and thin muntins. A boxy 
addition at the front is a full-on Arts & 
Crafts sunroom with folding French doors 
and leaded- and stained-glass windows. 
The old kitchen, with crumbling vinyl 
flooring and appliances that had stopped 
working, had no windows at all.

While doing exploratory work in the 
kitchen area, Cummings discovered that 
a dropped ceiling concealed evidence 
of an old timber-frame barn with large 
trussed beams. The architect decided to 
expose them and add more where sec
tions were damaged or missing, estab
lishing a farmhouse theme.

To bring light into the kitchen and the

adjacent sitting room, he used a mix of 
divided-light windows: sash windows in 
the kitchen over the sink and taller case
ments in the sitting room. Around the 
corner in the mudroom is, in the words 
of the architect, a "wicked cool" round 
window with a keystone motif at each of 
four points (shown on 
p. 23]. The room con
nects to yet another 
sunroom through a 
pair of refurbished 
sliding barn doors that 
are three-quarters 
glass. "There's not too 
much we didn't touch 
in the house," says 
Cummings.

ABOVE A long-term restoration of a historic 
18th-century house with multiple add-ons deftly 
brings light into all of the rooms, making the 
interior both functional and comfortable.
BELOW Originally part of an old timber-frame 
barn, the sitting room adjacent to the kitchen 
connects to the mudroom and barn; it's lit by 
tall, divided-light casement windows.
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Another consideration is existing additions to an older build
ing. Rather than going with the window style of the oldest part of
the house, it’s usually better to work with the period and style of
the addition. For example, an addition to a Colonial-era Georgian
house during the early 19th-century Federal period would have
had windows with the larger lights (panes) and delicate muntins
typical of Federal. Today, it’s perfectly acceptable to use the same
trick—introducing more modern glazing—provided it’s done
well, says Massachusetts architect Mat Cummings, who special
izes in historic restorations. If the new glazing is on the back of
the house, further liberties may be taken, especially if the house
has had many modifications throughout its history.

Fenestration (the arrangement of windows and doors on the
elevations of the building), however, must stay true to the un
derlying design of the structure. Such elements as sills, muUions
between windows, and the muntins separating divided lights
(panes) should be in keeping with original details, if not an exact 
match. That’s true of all the new glazing shown on these pages.

A house that has survived for a century or more has had 
the benefit of many adaptations by its occupants, some for the 
worse, but usually many for the better. “I find,” says Cummings, 
“that the oldest houses in the country are far more functional 
than new ones.”

TOP In an Arts & Crafts cottage, the sunroom afforded the 
only lake view until a recent renovation opened up interior 
sight lines, above Darkened by a dated built-in that went 

to the ceiling, this dining room was opened up when 
designer David Heide introduced a pair of fixed, nine-light 

windows and a French door opening to a new terrace.

30 FOR RESOURCES, SEE PAGE 95.



art of concealment
Despite having French doors on two sides of the room, large double windows, and a white-painted 
ceiling, the dining room in this 1897 Tudor Revival appeared dark and two-dimensional. A garage 
hard by the house meant the blinds on the window facing the table were kept closed, keeping the 
room perpetually dim. • David Heide Design Studio completely reconceived the wall,

on the woodwork pop." says Heide. "You 
see the architecture in a different way 
when there is contrast between the wall 
and the casing."

sparkle of the existing crystal chandelier. 
All of the extra glazing reflects and am
plifies the light coming into the room.

While the rhythms of the buffet add 
another three-dimensional element. 
Heide further enhanced the room's archi
tectural lines with a favorite paint palette: 
soft cinnamon brown on walls and pale 
rose on the ceiling. "It makes the white

deepening the existing arched recess to 
accommodate a new, period-style buffet 
with art-glass cabinets and a beveled- 
mirror backsplash. Heide replaced the 
windows over the buffet with a three- 
panel art-glass window featuring clear 
and pastel translucent and bull's-eye 
glass. Period double sconces on either 
side of the triptych play up light and the

BELOW A re-creation of a grand built-in buffet and 
a triptych art-glass window brought life to a list
less Tudor Revival dining room and also resolved 
a problem: the original windows had looked out 
over a garage roof just seven feet away.



A New Sun Parlor, 1930 Look out the windows to see a 
spanking-new neighborhood~of 

^ compatible dwellings and pic
turesque roofiines, awnings and 

welcoming doorways (not garages), 
street lamps and generous side
walks—all on a human scale.

Illustration from the 1930 edition Style Book by 
drapery-hardware maker Kirsch of Sturgis, Michigan

Create your own Jazz Age and 
Depression-era lampshades with wire 
frames (their design or custom) from 
Smith and Company in Los Angeles. 

Many styles, priced about $12-30 
apiece dependir^g on size and com
plexity. customwireproductions.com/ 

arowire-Ughting-collection

jr

The 'Capistrano' outdoor daybed from 
Serena & Lily has a Twenties Empire 

Revival feel. It's made of hand-wrapped 
resin "rattan" on an aluminum frame and 
measures about 80" long by 42.5" deep. 

MSRP $2,498. serenaandlHy.com

“The image is almost a lesson 
in all the wonderful, old-school 

things no longer available 
today, except perhaps on Etsy. 
This period of interior design 

is ascendant, however, so 
expect reproductions soon. ”

—Bo Sullivan, Bolling & Co.

The Marvin Ultimate French Case
ment opens like a French door, with 
no center post for an unobstructed 
view—just like the windows in the sun 
parlor. Various finish, casing, glass, 
and hardware options, with custom 
pricing, marvin.comV-'T •'T'-^ *;
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TIMBERLANE
Because every "We^ome Horrw' momentj be eAraordsary

I

OLD HOMES DESERVE 
AUTHENTIC DETAILS

■ For over two decades, Timberlane has been a leader in the exterior 
shuttel’ industry. Our handcrafted, custom shutters are built just for 
you to suit your exact style, specifications and. your home. Whether 

you see{( a cl«sic design or something completely unique. Timberlane 
delivers wittPaistinction. All of our shutters are:precision-made using 

only the finest materials.'

i
SWUTTER (NSPiFiATICw I

Visit us online to get your Free 
Shutter Inspiration Lookbook
Timberlane.com/OldHouse

Always Custom. Always Quality. Always You.

1-888-616-9618 • Timberlane.com

E S T 19 2 8

WOODCRAFT QUALITY WOODWORKING TOOLS 
• SUPPLIES • ADVICE

PRECISION OPERATORS
Installing drawer slides just got easier with precision slide 

hardware from Woodcraft. We offer a broad selection of slide 
styles from quality brands such as HIGHPOINT® Knape & Vogt, 

Sallee and Blum. We also have all the fools you need to 
Install your hardware easily and accurately.

5
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For A Free Catalog Or To Find Your Local Woodcraft Store, Visit woodcratt.com Or Call 800-225-1153. Follow Us: f y# <P ©
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KITCHENS + BATHS

Revival Kitchen of 
the Bungalow Era
Owners of this 1913 house turned back the clock on some 
intrusive remodelings. By Mary Ellen Poison

This cozy kitchen is in a “Hapgood 
house” in Mountain Lakes, New Jersey. 
About 500 such Craftsnian-inspired 
homes built by developer Herbert J. 
Hapgood after 1911 survive. Today’s 
owners, Suzanne and Rick Solch, 
purchased theirs about 20 years ago.
At the time, “the house didn’t look 
especially Arts & Crafts,” Suzanne says; 
remodeling had taken away much of the 
integrity from the stuccoed 1913 house.

After lots of work—stripping 
fireplace brick, replacing the stair rail, 
removing down lights in the living-room 
ceiling—the Solches furnished the house

in true Craftsman style. For the use of 
textiles and window treatments, they 
looked to Gustav Stickley’s advice from 
his magazine The Craftsman (1901-1916). 
In the kitchen, windows are fitted with 
very practical roller shades, stenciled 
in paint. (They’re from the Handwerk 
Shade Shop: thehandwerkshop.com.)

The incised and paint-decorated 
cottage table and chairs date to the 1930s 
or ’40s. The Storybook-style chandelier 
is a reproduction from Mica Lamps. The 
green-and-black tableware is German: 
the couple have traveled extensively and 
are avid collectors with eclectic taste.

1. WARM PALETTE
This one is neither a 
"sanitary white" period 
kitchen, nor an over-the- 
top revival version. 
Copper and natural 
wood anchor a space 
saturated with soft 
teals and greens.

2. CRAFTSMAN MOTIFS
The room gets period 
credence and personality 
from motifs chosen by 
by the owners: a three- 
leaf stencil on the roller 
shades. Stickley cabinet 
pulls, and nature by way 
of black bear relief tiles.

3. ORIGINAL FOOTPRINT
The kitchen remains in 
its original Location in the 
back of the house, and 
is separated from the 
dining room by a door 
No additions were made, 
although what's now the 
stove alcove used to be a 
small ice-delivery porch.

4. MODERN FUNCTION
Despite its average 
size and old-fashioned 
appeal, the kitchen has 
plenty of storage (note 
the narrow cabinets 
around the stove), new 
granite counters, and 
a Heartland reproduc
tion range that fits in 
yet works like today's 
high-end appliances.



Need so many pulls, you can t afford hand
made? The 'Gustav Stickley Drawer Pull With
Oval Ring' is an option—produced in brass
with a copper finish, cast (not hammered).
Oak Park Home & Hardware, who also car
ries hand-hammered hardware, sells these
for $21.72 each, oakparkhome-hardware.com

Famous for their curvy fridges in luscious
retro colors. Big Chill has postwar ranges

too. The 'Retro
Stove' comes in
a space-saving
30” size and the
36" shown, in
nine color op
tions including
White and Jadeite
Green. Electric
induction or gas.
Starting at $4,495.
bigchill.com



ROOF LANTERNS
No bubble-dom :yilghts these! Metal and glass skylights and
roof 'ns—which look like mini conservatories—niay be
amiliar rooftop sights in London. New York, and beyond. They

bring light into a stairwell or a windowless bathroom. The old
ones were fitted with clear, pressed, or colored glass.

Today, Glass House makes custom skylights in classic shapes:
hipped, pyramid, octagonal, segmented, and flat. Choose a
wood-framed skylight clad in copper, or an aluminum-framed
skylight in a dark bronze or color powder-coat finish. Low-E
safety glass is standard. Motorized venting is available. Replace
ment skylights can be made to fit the existing rough opening.
Glass House even offers copper caps and ball-and-spire finials.

The company also fabricates conservatories, solariums, and
greenhouses. Glass House, (860) 974-1665, glasshouseusa.com
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IYOU WON’T SEE THE 
DIFFERENCE. BUT 
YOU WILL FEEL IT.
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l|Indow window inserts’ low-profile design disappears 
into the interior of the original window frames. They 
cut energy use by 20% and reduce noise by up to 70%.

The compression fit design means there is no mounting hardware 
that damages historic windows. Learn what liorneowners in historic 
districts across the nation have; it's possible to make beautiful 
old windows energy efficient without altering them.

•■I
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v""/
Keep the value. Keep the charm. Keep your windows.
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II indow ‘Aindowwinduirs.c

Your Best Source for Victorian Hardware and Li^tin^
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Interior & Exterior Custom Wood Shutters • Authentic Hardware

Shipped Nationwide • Family Owned and Operated since 1986

Showroom Hours are Monday-Friday 9am -5pm

15 Orchard Park, Madison CT 06443

mn shuttercraft.com203-245-2608

PRESEmilON 
Products, ing
Prolectirif Amnica'5 heritage, 
one landmark at a time.

T

Acrymax* Coatings are dependable,
durable, high performance coatings. They

offer proven solutions for protecting
and weatherproofing buildings of all types.

Metal Roof Restoration
Recover Low-slope RoofsFrom our Arts & Crafts II collection of friezes.
.Masonry Wall CoatingsSamples available at www.bradbury.com.

Protective Coatings
Bradbury^ Bradbury 1-800-553-0523
ART WALLPAPERS www.preservationproducts.coin
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WELCOME TO GRACEFUL

& ENTRY STEPS

The landing pad between 
house and front walk
or city sidewalk, a “stoop” may 

be as small as a single step to the front 
door of a country farmhouse, or as tall and 
imposing as the stone steps leading to the 
parlor floor of a Brooklyn brownstone.
The word “stoop” comes the Dutch term for 
“step,” and has become a handy moniker 
for all sorts of structures that provide 
access to the house or porch. • Stoops and 
entry steps are ignored until they fall into 
disrepair. That’s when it becomes clear 
just how essential they are to appearance 
and safety. A stoop with missing or broken 
steps is not only a hazard, but also affects 
curb appeal. BY MARY ELLEN POLSON

RIGHT In locales like Nantucket and Charleston, where houses were built right on public side
walks. turning the stoop so that it opens to the side is an elegant solution, permitting a landing 
wider than the door, above A single step would have sufhceti—but this low, welcoming stoop be
comes an Arts & Crafts-period porch with the addition of built-in benches and an arched trellis. 
The benches offer a place to sit or set packages, and bench sides also function as handrails.
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------------------------------> Guidelines for Construction At a minimum, a stcx)p consists
of a single step of natural stone, poured concrete, concrete block or other masonry, or wood. The 
most historical materials are stone and wood, with concrete becoming more prevalent in the 20th 
century. For comfort and safety, make the stoop wider than the door. Any stoop with three or more 
steps should be securely anchored to the house, have at least one railing or side wall, and terminate 
in a landing in front of the door. Taller stoops should have railings on both sides. A wood stoop with 
multiple steps should rest on a poured concrete pad or piers, so that no wood touches the ground.

Building aWood
Stoop Constructing 
a stoop from durable 
lumber requires basic 
carpentry skills, a know
ledge of porch mechan
ics, and a bit of math.

L€FT This partially com
pleted project shows the 
location of stringers that 
support the steps and 
risers. The builder, Bill 
Cigliano, back-paints every 
scrap of wood and he add
ed two extra stringers for 
additional support. "I try 
not to have a span of more 
than 2' between stringers 
because you get too much 
bounce.' he says.Calculating Rise and Run

First, some terminology: The treads 
are the horizontal walking surfaces of 
the steps. In a stoop made from lumber, 
treads rest on or are rabbeted into string
ers, the inclined boards on either side 
of the stoop. (In masonry construction, 
wood forms take the place of stringers; 
in both cases, stringers help dehne the 
three-dimensional look of the stoop.)

The vertical distance between one tread 
and the next is called the unit rise. For 
exterior steps, a comfortable rise from 
step to step is about 7" to 7 The tread 
depth, or its horizontal travel, is called 
the unit run. In exterior steps, the depth 
of the tread should be deep>er than the 
distance between treads—at least 11". No 
matter what the measurements, each step 
should be the same height and depth as 
the others. Otherwise, it confuses the user 
and becomes a trip hazard.

One way to calculate the proportional 
relationship between the rise and run is to 
add twice the run to the rise. The number 
should equal 25" to 27". With a rise of 7", 
for example, subtracting 14” from the low 
figure (25") produces a run of 11".

Another formula says that the sum of 
the unit rise and unit run should be about 
17 Using this method and the same 7" 
rise, the run would then be 10 ^/i", roughly

ABOVE The finished stoop for a turn-of-lhe-century house in the Chicago area includes 
shaped ratlings with period newel posts, a wide landing, and triple (reads cut from 2" x 12’ 
stock. Using three treads produces superior drainage, and is comfortable for stoop sitting.
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Planning a stoop
A cutaway layout for a set of porch steps shows the location 
of treads, risers, and supporting stringers in relation to one 
another. Steps and risers are uniform. The bottom step 
and supporting stringer rest on a concrete pad; the top 
of the stringer engages the house beneath the landing.

STEP TERMS
NOSING The projection of a tread 
beyond the riser, usually rounded. 
PITCH LINE An imaginary line that 
runs at an angle along the front of 
the nosings of the treads.
RISER The vertical element of the 
step between treads.
RUN The total horizontal travel of a 
staircase or steps.
STRINGER Inclined side member that 
serves as both carriage and face, also 
called a horse. Open stringers are 
more common than routed, closed 
stringers for porch steps.
TREAD The horizontal top of a step. 
UNIT RISE The vertical distance be
tween one tread and the next.
UNIT RUN Depth of a tread (distance 
of travel per step) excluding nosing.

TOTAL

RISER

TREAD

the same as the first sum.
Both formulas produce approximate 

figures, reflecting the need to tweak the 
numbers to accommodate conditions on 
site. For example, suppose the total rise— 
the distance between the ground and the 
porch landing—is 6i". Dividing 6i" by 
the 7" unit rise equals about 8, which be
comes the number of treads. Since steps 
don’t come in fractions, dividing 6i" by 8 
yields a unit rise of 7 Va", a figure that’s 
easy to measure whether the work is done 
in wood or masonry. To figure the total 
unit run, multiply the number of steps 
by either lo^" or 11", depending on the 
formula used. This should produce 
deep steps with a gradual rise ideal 
for an entry stoop.

Once you’ve arrived at these figures, 
determine the pitch line. Sometimes 
called the rake of the stairs, the pitch line 
is the imaginary line that runs from the

CUTTING THE STRINGERS Once you have all the rise and 
run measurements, use them to mark out the first stringer. For open stringers: Choose a 2" x 
12” piece of rot-resistant red cedar, pressure-treated pine, or redwood with as few knots as 
possible. The stringer should follow the desired pitch line of the stair, and the cuts will follow 
in zigzag fashion to follow the rise and depth of each step, lay out the cuts by placing a 
framing square on the stringer board; mark and check the positions of all before making any 
cuts. Align the blade and tongue of the framing square so that the rise and run dimensions 
fall on the edges of the stock. Once you've marked the first planned cuts, slide the square 
along to lay out the next, taking care to mark each step accurately. Leave a foot or two of 
extra stock at both the top and bottom ends of the stringer. You won't know exactly where and 
how the ends will be cut until you determine where the stringer will land. The top anchor may 
require another 1B" of stringer, for example, if it continues under the porch. If the foot lands 
on a finished surface such as a poured concrete pad, the bottom riser will have to be "dropped" 
by the thickness of a tread to keep the stairs consistent. Use the first stringer to mark cuts 
for the second outside stringer and any additional stringers to support the stair carriage. As a 
rule of thumb, use one stringer for every 2' of span. Before laying the treads, use a level and 
check in several places to make sure the base for your new stoop is square and level.
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base of the steps along the tip of the tread 
nosing to the top of the run. Pitch lines 
are usually specified by code; a comfort
able pitch line falls between 26 and 33 
degrees. (Since this is an imaginary line, 
it can be tested while laying out the first 
stringer.)

It should go without saying that all 
steps should be level as well as consis
tent in height. It’s also critical that the 
stoop not direct water to the house. If the 
ground below what will become the bot
tom step isn’t level, take measurements 
at several points from house to ground 
along the pitch line and average them. 
Better yet, level the ground before begin
ning work on the stoop.

Treads and Risers
Popular tread options for exterior steps 
include configurations with single, 
double, and triple boards per step. The 
front board should have a “nose” to help 
it shed water. Cut the treads from 
2" X12" stock, and locate them at least 
Vs" from posts or other vertical lumber 
for air clearance and drainage. Use galva
nized or treated deck screws as fasteners.

The advantage of double- or triple 
board treads is that they drain water 
more quickly and they’re less likely to 
cup than single-board, full-depth treads. 
It’s standard practice to leave a 14" gap 
between each board of a double or triple 
tread for drainage. If using risers, leave a 
gap of wherever the tread meets the 
riser, for ventilation and drainage.

Should you need to make any 
adjustments to account for variations 
on the ground, make up the difference 
on the bottom step. It’s OK if it’s slightly 
lower than the rest of the steps, provided 
the others are uniform in terms of rise.
Be sure to leave a gap of at least Va" 
between the ground and the bottom 
of the first riser.

RI8HT The treads on this wide, graceful stoop 
are much deeper than the risers are tall, mak
ing for easy walking. Measurements for every 
step must be uniform to avoid a tripping hazard. 
OPPOSITE Concrete steps work well for stoops, 
especially in forgiving climates like southern 
California, Poured correctly, leveled, and back
filled with stone, gravel, or concrete block—not 
soil—they'll last for decades.
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RAILS & POSTS
New stoops that rise 30" or more off the 
ground must compty with buitding codes 
regarding rail height, typically about 34" to 
36" from the front of the tread. If any parts 
of a stoop that is original to the house are 
still present, by all means use them as 
a template for rebuilding, especially with 
architecturally important components 
such as top rails, spindles, and post caps.

You’re in luck if there’s an existing 
concrete platform underneath what will 
be the bottom of the stair run. If it’s in 
good condition, use it as a support for the 
bottom posts. Anchor the posts to the con
crete with concrete screws. If the slab is 
missing or in poor condition, remove it and 
pour a new slab. It's important that the 
post at the bottom of the stoop not directly 
touch the ground, (f there isn’t a concrete 
pad, pour concrete piers to support the 
stoop posts. (A Sonotube collar works well 
for this.) Place a 4" x Vi' bolt in the middle 
while the concrete is still wet. After the 
concrete has cured for a day or two, slip 
a galvanized post base over the bolt and 
fasten with a washer and nut. Slide on the 
new post, making sure that it rests at least 
1 '■ above ground level.

A series oi steps that
leads to the front porch.
the stoop offers transition

and extra seats, an extension
of outdoor space, even a

place for container
gardening.
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ANCHORING and Skirting
To anchor a stoop with 
multiple steps to the house, 
fasten a 2"x 8" board to the 
faceplate below the door with 
large galvanized deck screws. 
Reinforce the bottom of the 
steps with a 2"x 8" board that 
runs between the exterior 
stringers. Butt any interior 
stringers into this support.

To conceal open areas 
underneath the stoop but 
allow for ventilation, add 
skirting. A skirting apron 
is typically composed of 
latticed panels that are hung 
or hinged to the framing.
Lay a bed of crushed stone 
underneath to keep wood 
from touching the ground.

i\

Looking for clues to what the steps originally looked like ? If there’s no evidence 
at your house, look around the neighborhood for homes with original steps still 
in place. Take into consideration the type of construction (wood or brick, for 
instance) and whether one material—concrete, wood, brick—dominates.

THE
PRO
TIP

Newel Posts When Chicago-area carpenter Bill Cigliano rebuilt 
the porch and stoop on his 1907 home, he milled new rails and bal
usters to match the originals from Red Grandis, a sustainable, tropi
cal wood similar to mahogany. While new posts can be milled from a 
single piece of lumber, it’s difficult to get quality stock that will hold up 
to exposure from wind, snow, and rain. “Most of the newel posts I repair 
rot from the inside out,” Cigliano says. • That’s one reason he builds his 
posts as 4” X 4” boxes of pressure-treated pine mitered and glued togeth
er at the corners, then slips them over a galvanized post base. He finds 
that treated pine is harder than cedar and less prone to cracking. 
All wood is back-painted (primed with oil-based paint on all sides) to 
protect it against moisture. He also staples *4” PVC shims to the bot
tom of each post to prevent any wood from wicking up moisture 
from the ground. Cigliano air dries clear, knot-free cedar stock for 
post caps in his workshop before milling them into shape. For shaped 
mouldings, he uses a PVC that won’t shrink or swell, such as AZEK, 
then caulks behind them to ensure low maintenance and longevity.
LEFT ttopl Bill Cigliano's post caps are always beveled to direct water away from the wood. He draws newel 
post details to scale before constructing them, often giving owners two or three different profiles to choose 
from, (bottom) The finished cap is made from cedar that's been allowed to air dry for several months. Trim 
mouldings are cut from PVC composite and back-caulked to give them greater longevity.



The Unico System
Comfort & Efficiency Fit For Your Home

A

/
That’s because when you place it on your floor, ceiling, or wall, you will begin to understand the simplicity 
of adding Unico System air conditioning to your home. In addition to outlets that are barely noticeable, the 
Unico System's air handlers and flexible supply tubing fit simply above ceilings and below floors, which 
means no ugly soffits, no noisy registers, and virtually no need for remodeling in homes without ductwork. 
You will enjoy the efficient, comfortable surroundings found only with the industry-leading Unico System.

To find a Unico System installing contractor 
in your area, call (800) 527-0896 or visit



TOOLS + MATERIALS

Make It Last
For decks and other projects outdoors,

choose the right lumber, treatment, or tool.

^ GRIND AND CUT
Angle grinders Like the 6" WEP 15-150 easily
make rough cuts through metal. Given a wire-
brush attachment, this powerful 13.5-amp tool
also makes short work of heavy rust, caked-on
cement, or other hard-to-remove coatings on metal.
$225-$270. Metabo, [8001 638-2264. metabo.com

< QUICK FIX
Retard the spread of light rust
on iron railings, lampposts.
mailboxes, or patio furniture with
Extend rust inhibitor. The fast
drying, milky-white latex formula

mrm in the 10.25-ounce aerosol can also
acts as a primer for paint or otherimm. RUST finishes. $5.99, Loctite, (800) 624-NEUTRALIZER
7767. loctiteproducts.comCONVERTS U&HTRUST 
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A SAFER TREATED WOOD
Download free plans for raised planters made with 
Wolmanized Outdoor Wood. Treated with an advanced 
copper-azole preservative. Outdoor Wood is an envi
ronmentally friendly, long-lived choice for almost any 
outdoor structure, from above-ground decks to be- 
low-grade retaining walls. Pricing varies. Lonza Wood 
Protection, (404) 279-6953, wolmanizedwood.com

TIMELESS DECKING v
Tough and resilient, ipe l"ee-pay") is a 
tropical wood highly resistant to insect 
and fungal attack. It works beautifully 
in a period-sympathetic deck with built- 
in benches, planters, and treillage. 
Projects undertaken in any location; 
custom quote. Advantage Lumber.
(877) 232-3915, advantagelumber.com

< THE REAL McCOY
This old-school mill has 
been producing quarter- 
sawn and vertical grain 
clapboards from spruce 
and Eastern white pine 
for generations. Each 
square-edged board ends 
in a taper to create crisp 
architectural lines. Clear 
and extra-clear wood: 
$.81 to $1.52 per linear 
foot. Ward Clapboard 
Mill. (802) 496-3581, 
wardclapboardmilicom



WORK OF
M

Like a masterpiece created 
in your own home, a Rumford 

Fireplace will add a unique 
element of resplendent beauty. 
At Superior Clay, we are proven 
leaders in the fireplace industry, 
sharing generations of wisdom 

to create structural clay fireplace 
components that promise 

optimal performance, safety, and 
style for an inviting home and 

lifetime of treasured memories.

740.922.4122 800.848.6166
PO Box 352

Uhrichsville. Ohio 44683 
www.superiorclay.com
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QUICK MAKEOVERS

Install a 
Flower BoxFinishing 

Touches for 
the Season

Galvanized steel brackets are the 
sturdiest option for attachment, but 
wood and wrought iron are also 
good choices. For double-hung win
dows, measure i" down from under 
the sill on one side of the frame. For 
out-swing windows, measure 6” to 
8" down. Mark and repeat on the other side. Align the top of the bracket with the mark. For 
wood siding, position the top screw hole toward the bottom of the clapboard. Then mark 
both brackets’ screw holes. Repeat on the other side. (The window may not be level, so 
don’t use it as a guide.) Create a pilot hole with a countersink drill bit and fill it with a bit of 
caulk to seal the hole. Then attach the bracket with 3"-long galvanized decking screws. For 
masonry, use a masonry drill on its lowest setting to bore pilot holes. Tap in the plastic wall 
anchors and then attach brackets. Attach box to brackets per manufacturer instructions.

Details for summertime: 
add a flowerbox, update 

to a better mailbox, clean 
screens like a pro.

By Lynn EUiott

Mount a Traditional Mailbox
Be aware that the U.S. Postal Service sets standards for mailbox 
height and location; check your area’s guidelines.

.A

2 '

Mix up concrete and pour it around the post, tamping as you 
work to remove air pockets. Fill only until the concrete is 2" 
to 3" below ground level so that it can be covered with soil 

; later. When finished, check that the post is still plumb; adjust 
: as necessary. Smooth the concrete in a slope away from the 
i post for drainage. Allow it to cure, leaving the support posts 
I in place. For metal posts, screw the mailbox into place on the 
I metal mounting bracket. For wood posts, place the mailbox 

on the mounting board and check that it can open without 
. obstruction. Trim the board as necessary. Attach the mailbox 
I to the mounting board with wood screws through the mount- 
i ing holes. Remove any remaining supports around the post.
■ Affix house numbers that are at least 1" tall to the mailbox.

STEP1
Start by digging a posthole 6" to 8" from the curb. Go no 
deeper than 24''. Pour 6" of gravel in the bottom of the hole 
to allow for drainage. According to the DSPS, the post must 
be set 41" to 45" high, from street level. Use a wood or 
metal mailbox post with a perpendicular cross arm. Insert 
the post into the hole and brace it securely with support 
posts. Check the height of the post above ground and adjust 
as necessary. Also: make sure the post is plumb.
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Efficiently Wash Windows and Screens
Ideally, windows and screens should be washed twice a year.
Use a pro’s tools and techniques to make the job easier.

STEPl
Remove the screens and bring them to a location outside 
with room to work. Mix Vi gallon of warm water with a 
tablespoon of dishwashing liquid or white vinegar. Dampen 
the screens with a hose and then scrub both sides with a 
rag or sponge dipped in the solution. A toothbrush is handy 
for stubborn dirt. Use light pressure to avoid damaging the 
screen. Rinse with a hose, using low pressure to prevent 
the tearing or sagging of the screening, and let dry.

STEP 2
As the screens dry, mix 1 or 2 tablespoons of dishwashing 

liquid in a 5-gallon bucket of warm water. Don't make 
it too sudsy. If your windows have large panes, it is 

worthwhile to use a microfiber window scrubber to wash 
the windows. For windows with divided lights, use a sponge. 

Start working on the upper storeys of the house. Forthe 
second storey, attach a telescoping pole to the scrubber 

or squeegee. If the house is taller, use an extension 
ladder, following all instructions for secure positioning.

STEP 3
Sweep the scrubber across the window, loosening 
any dirt. Then pull a squeegee across the pane in 
a reverse S pattern. For small panes, just swipe 
vertically or horizontally. Start at the top of the 
window and work downward, keeping the squeegee 
in contact with the window as you move it steadily 
across the glass pane, overlapping each pass as 
you work. Wipe excess water off the squeegee with 
a rag as you go. Dry the windowsill and edges of 
the frame with another rag. Continue on to the next 
window. Replace the screens when they are dry.

51TIP • Bird droppings or tree sap? Keep a nylon scrubbing sponge handy for these stubborn spots.



You d never know the
vintage chairs gracing
the porch of a coastal
Foursquare had not /

recently been painted/7
!/

Vintage Garden Chairs Rid of Rust
A surprising but simple approach to restoration uncovered great color 

and patina on a pair of old metal chairs. By Wendy Santantonio

When our neighbors offered us two 
vintage metal garden chairs, which, 

it turned out, they couldn’t use or return 
to the seller, my husband and I jumped 
at the chance to add them to furnishings 
we’d collected for our country home.

The chairs had a beautiful patina;
I loved the many shades of green and 
turquoise shining through the finish. The 
chairs were pretty rusty, however, so I 
needed to clean them up, though I hoped 
to preserve most of the original paint.
The goal was to seal them to protect them 
from outdoor weather without losing

patina. At the same time, we wanted to 
make sure no one would come away with 
green streaks on their pants after sitting 
on the chairs.

I tackled this project with my friend 
Sarah. Not only did it go much faster with 
a second set of hands, but the project was 
a lot more fun, too. We set up the chairs 
and supplies outside in the sunshine and 
got to work.

The first step was giving each chair 
a good hand-sanding with steel wool to 
knock off any rust. We used both o and 
00 steel wool, depending on which was

most effective in any given area. Although 
progress seemed slow, the transformation 
was incredible. We figured the more 
we rubbed, the more paint we risked 
removing. Instead, as the top layer of 
rough rust came off, most of the original 
paint became more visible and more 
vibrant.

Rather than the color being largely 
brown with a little aqua and turquoise, 
now we had mostly green and turquoise 
with just a few brown areas. We were 
thrilled with the results. We scrubbed 
until we were satisfied with the color,
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PROTECTING METALThere is no new paint 
on these mid-century 
chairs; the glossy yet 
patina-rich finish came 
back with just elbow 
grease and a paint 
additive used as a rust- 
inhibitive coating.

The old saw about what makes for a lasting paint job goes 
double or triple for metalwork—whether cast-iron railings, 
fences, or interior window-sash fittings. Propping the metal 
before priming adds years to the life of the finish coat.

Allow the treated metal to dry 
for 24 hours before using or 
reassembling.

PENETROL An additive that makes 
oil-based paints flow smoothly, 
Penetrol (flood.com] is also an 
excellent coating to keep metals 
protected from the elements. It 
displaces water, and creates a 
soft, protective layer that inhibits 
rust. After application, allow to 
dry for at least 24 hours. Apply 
multiple coats as needed.

CLEAR-COAT LACQUERS There are 
many varieties of spray- or brush- 
on lacquers that effectively coat 
and inhibit rust on metal. Look 
for a lacquer formulated for the 
application you have in mind (UV 
protection, salt corrosion, etc.). 
Some require that the surface 
be primed before using, but one, 
Permalac (permaLac.com). can be 
applied directly to bare surfaces.

OSPHO When applied, this rust 
converter and primer stabilizes 
metal surfaces before painting. 
Applying or dipping rusty metal 
into a bath of Ospho (ospho.com) 
causes iron oxide (rust, in other 
words) to chemically change into 
iron phosphate, a dark, inert, hard 
surface that is paint ready.

LINSEED OIL If the metalwork is 
small and can be removed from its 
setting (old doorknobs or cast- 
iron sash pulleys, for example), 
give the pieces a warm bath in a 
mixture of water and a linseed- 
oil soap, such as Allback (from 
Solvent Free Paint, solventfree 
paint.com). A retired slow cooker 
comes in handy. Add enough water 
to cover the rusty parts, then put 
in a few squirts of the linseed-oil 
soap. Mix with a stirring stick, turn 
the slow cooker to high, and allow 
the parts to bathe for three or four 
hours so that they are fully coated.

having removed the bulk of the rust. Then 
we wiped each chair thoroughly with a 
clean rag, getting ready for the next step.

We had decided to seal each of the 
chairs with Penetrol, a paint additive 
formulated for use with oil-based 
paints; it improves adhesion, reduces 
brush marks, and restores luster while 
inhibiting rust. Be sure to use Penetrol 
and not Flotrol {both are from the same 
maker), as Flotrol is water-based and 
would quickly encourage rust on any bare 
ferrous metal exposed to moisture.

We applied the Penetrol with foam 
brushes. The work was quick and easy, 
but Penetrol produces strong fumes, so 
I would recommend working outside or 
in a well-ventilated area. The difference

3. Here the homeowner and her friend apply the 
first coat of Penetrol, a paint additive that adds 
a soft, sealed finish to metal.

1. The chairs came with great patina, 
but rusty brown patches had begun to 
dominate the finish.

2. Hand-sanding with 0 and 00 grades of steel 
wool removed a surprising amount of rust, reveal
ing the underlying paint colors.
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meltonworkroom.com
2)3-614-1757

info@mettonworkroom.com

Workroom

Roman shades • curtains • bedding 
roller shades ♦ table linens • embroidery 

stencilling • drapery hardware

fsrnteriy known os Ann Woloce for Prcfrie Tbdies

4. The chairs were propped up 
indoors to dry thoroughly.

5. The finished chair looks great 
after sanding and sealing.

in color after applying a coat of Penetrol was amazing. 
The color of the original paint was further intensified, 
resulting in a rich, saturated color and finish.

At this point in our work, a storm started to roll in, 
so we moved the chairs indoors out of the weather. 
They were probably fully dry after about 24 to 36 
hours, but we left them inside for a couple of weeks, as 
we’d gone back to the city.

On our next trip to the house, the chairs were ready 
for use. They now occupy a place of honor on the front 
porch, where the restored color picks up some of the 
light aqua from our front door and echoes the mottled, 
dark-green hues of the roofing.

\

\\

GENTLE TO VIGOROUS
Whether painted or unpainted, rusty metalwork 
responds well to scrubbing with various grades 
of steel wool, or from wire-brushing, sanding, or 
grinding. Whatever the method used, you must 
immediately seal the metal with a rust inhibitor 
to prevent rust from returning.

LIGHT SURFACE RUST Start with fine. 000 or 0000 steel 
wool, polishing the surface until smooth.

MODERATE RUST Use a more aggressive steel wool 
(0 or 00). then finish with a finer grade of steel wool.

HEAVY RUST Use a wire brush to knock off the oxida
tion, or—depending on the shape of the metalwork- 
sand or grind it off. A smooth surface responds well 
to sanding with progressively finer grits of sandpaper 
(80,100, 150). If there's a lot of metal to sand (as on 
a cast iron fence), try an angle grinder, which uses 
tougher abrasive metal blades or wlreels.
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TRANSFORM YOUR HOME 
WITH PEWABIC TILE

W
0. CO

Handcrafted in Detroit since 1903, 
Find out more at PEWABIC.ORG/TILE.

NOSTALGIC ^
WAREHOUSE

White Milk Glass
A Favorite jrom the Past

Our popular Waldorf knob, redefined in white milk glass, 
embraces the art of architectural decoration and 

champions vintage style for the 21st century.Yardage 
Home Goods 

Custom Projects 
Trade Welcome

www.ArchiveEdition.com 
(310) 676-2424

www.NostalgicWarehouse.com/ohj
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THE FIX
Although it’s code-legal to run wir
ing through notches and holes in 
beams and girders, it has never been 
legal lor safe) to run the notch down 
the thickness of the beam. Nor has 
reusing wiring that no longer meets 
modern electrical codes.

To begin, make sure the old wire 
is completely disconnected from any 
potential power source (you may have 
to follow the line through gaps in the 
wall or ceiling to determine this).
Once you’re sure it's not hot, remove 
it. Since the girder is massive, this 
notch shouldn’t have compromised its 
integrity. If it’s sound, leave it in place.

As for running future wiring, try 
to avoid cutting into beams if at all 
possible. If you must, any holes or 
notches should go through the top 
of the joist or girder, not along the 
perimeter from top to bottom. To 
avoid weakening the support beam, 
the notch cannot fall in the center 
third of the joist, according to the 
International Residential Code book 
[see portions online at archive.org). 
The maximum notch depth should not 
be deeper than ’A the overall depth 
of the joist. For an 8"-thick joist, that 
means the notch cannot be more than 
roughly 1 Vd” deep—a tight fit for an 
electrical conduit.

The code is more lenient about 
holes drilled through joists, however. 
The hole can be up to Vs the depth of 
the joist—or 2 V2" for an 8" beam. Any 
hole must be at least 2" away from 
the edges of the joist.

Another problem with your situ
ation is that the cable appears to be 
nonmetallic (NM) cable, or rag wire.
In widespread use from the 1920s 
through the early 1960s, NM cable 
is sheathed in an insulated, rubber
ized fabric coating. It no longer meets 
code, and tends to deteriorate and 
become brittle with age. Most of these 
mid-20th-century wires also lack a 
grounding conductor, so touching a 
live wire can give off a shock.

I was thrilled to uncover an early,
hand-pegged girder under the siding.

But someone else had gotten there first. ^9

nnnnnnnnfl r

Needing access to floor joists during renovation, 
we removed some of the siding on our Greek 
Revival house—and found an original, 180-year- 
old structural girder. Just inches away from 
the antique pegs, however, someone in the past 
had cut a crude channel along the side to run 
electrical cable in the notch. We think it might 
have happened in the 1960s to power a window air 
conditioner (no longer needed). —Jerri Mareti

Share Your Story!
What have you, your spouse, pet, contractor, previous owner (you 
get the picture) screwed up? Email us at lviator@aimmedia.com.
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The leading manufacturer of decorative registers, grilles and vent covers. 

Our unique^ craftedpnducts are designed to give a home or 
commercial space the style, beauty and character you are looking for

Low in price and high in quality 

All of our products ate proudly made in the L'SA 
Sold direct to the end user. We are NOT a reseller and do not sell to resellers.

Cast aluminum registers, powder coated finish .

www.paciHcregisterco.com
S (844) 4H7-7S00 9 infDgjpscificregUteico.CDiii

aRRoyo,
CRapCsman

Proudly made in the USA

www.arroyocraftsman.com 626'940'9411
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how it happens
1. EARLY PREPARATION
American reclaimer Jesse Benedict 
(barnwoodkitchencabinets.com) 
dismantles antique barns to preserve 
them or reclaim their lumber. Each 
piece is carefully labeled. Benedict 
says reclaimed wood from barns works 
well in any rustic setting. For kitchens, 
he selects only sturdy, tight-grained 
boards to use in face frames and door 
stiles and rails; drawer fronts and 
panels, held in place, may be made 
of lesser boards. He chooses boards 
with character; wide grain patterns, 
deeply weathered grooves, knots, and 
even holes from nails or pitchforks.

When a barn is disassembled, 
boards are de-nailed on site with 
the help of a metal detector. Wood 
is sprayed with boric acid to rid it of 
bugs and mold, then kiln-dried to a 
9-10% moisture content, not lower.

.1

2. CONSTRUCTION POINTS
Cabinets in the Norwegian cabin include 
a combination of base units and open 
shelves. Thick, 1.5-2” barnwood was 
used for the shelving—dried, sanded, and 
finished with the original unmilled edge. 
Floorboards with heavy patina from old 
haymows and threshing floors work best 
for open shelves. Lower base cabinets 
were made from a solid wood %" box, then 
faced with barnwood that was back- 
planed to the same thickness as the doors 
and drawers. Cabinets are usually finished 
with flush inset doors and drawers for 
a vintage look, but full overlays can 
also be built. Cabinets are screwed 
together, not nailed, for sturdiness.

Barnwood in a Cabin
An aesthetically and historically appropriate use of 
reclaimed wood serves a kitchen. By Brian D. Coleman

Marianne and Jon grew up in Norwegian ski country not far from Oslo,
^ and had long dreamed of owninga-^e/cr—a simple farm cabin. They found
an old timber cabin set in the midst of a forest, in an off-the-grid place with no 
road or running water. It was rundown. Working with architect Benedicte 
Sund-Mathisen, who is Marianne’s sister, they fixed up the cabin, extended it, 
and added some necessary amenities.

The look, though, remains appropriately rustic. Kitchen cabinets and shelving 
are made from reclaimed hamwood bought from a farm further north. The 
leather pulls were made from a vintage sled harness. Walls and counters are 
concrete. Vintage touches include industrial signal wall lights and a brass 
backsplash behind the cooktop, treated with acid for an aged look.

3. FINISHES & CARE
Putting a finish on barnwood isn’t easy. 
Polyurethane on any surface that has
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The kitchen project is from Niki 
Brantmark, creator of the award
winning interior design blog My 
Scandinavian Home, which is in
spired by her life in Malmd. Sweden. 
Originally from London, Brantmark 
is the author of The Scandinavian 
Home (CICO Books, 2017) as well 
as Lagom: The Swedish Art of Living 
a Balanced. Happy Life, and her first 
book, Modern Pastoral.

Brantmark s books cover both 
classic and more eclectic modern 
homes and interiors in Norway, 
Sweden, Denmark, and Finland. 
Light, weather, nature, wood—these 
drive design in Scandinavia. The 
Scandinavian Home shows urban ex
amples from minimalist to Bohemi
an. country houses filled with color 
and textiles, and rustic homes. Her 
book Lagom ("not too much, not too 
little"), a thoughtful discourse on the 
Swedish lifestyle, offers home tips 
for "minimalist mindfulness."
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TOP An unused, dilapidated Pennsylvania barn 
will be recycled as paneling, cabinets, and 
flooring, above Barnwood with nails removed, 
stacked and awaiting new uses.
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weathered grey will turn an unpleasant 
black color. A low-VOC, two-part 
conversion varnish here was floated onto 
the surface, then baked into the wood 
before cabinet construction, creating a 
crystal-clear finish that preserves the 
natural, silvery grey of the weathered 
wood. Recommended cleaning is with 
diluted mild soap and water, avoiding 
oils and most modern formulations.

charlesprogers.com

A NOTE ON COST: it’s obviously variable, 
but assume raw. unfinished barnwood 
purchased direct at $4-5.50 per 
square foot. Simple, finished cabinets 
cost about $180 per linear foot.

resources
Private salvage companies, eBay, even Home Depot are carrying 
reclaimed barnwood. Here are some specialists;

benedictbarns.com

carlsonsbarnwood.com

elmwoodreclaimedtimber.com

montanatimberproducts.com

thebarnpages.com

oldewoodltd.com 

pacificnorthwesttimbers.com 

pioneermiUworks. com 

reclaimeddesignworks.com 

vintagetimber.com

CHARUS P. ROGERS BEDS - EST.1855'
f CLASSIC<HOH. 8(MSS,'l£ATHER & WOOD 8099

iATTRESSES & UNENS.OH-SQg RT.
SilLE BICES ONLINE AT:ICOLI

• 1-866-84! 6f tY' ;ers.<
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NU-WAL
RESTORATION SYSTEM

MAKE WALLS & CEILINGS LOOK LIKE NEW AGAIN!

TIMF TESTED
FOR OVER

YEARS

LEAD ENCAPSULATION

ONE DAY APPLICATION

NO TRIM REMOVAL

NO PLASTER REMOVAL

NU-WAL.COM 
Boone, IA 

800-247-3932

SPECIFICATION CHEMICALS, INC.
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Miter Joints Outdoors
Most joinery is designed to accommodate the movement of wood—expansion and shrink
age—due to changes in temperature and moisture content. For example, doors are designed 
with unfastened panels to mitigate the seasonal movement of the stiles and rails and the 
panels themselves; held tight, joints would open or panels crack. Other joinery is not as easy 
to conceal. Consider the miter joints on door casings. Seasonal wood shrinking across the 
grain always causes the joint to open on the inside comer; high humidity causes the joint to 
open on the outer edge. A flexible filler and paint typically are used to mask the problem, 
and it’s no wonder corner blocks became popular, as they make a miter unnecessary. Suit
able joinery becomes even more important outdoors, as in porch floors. By Ray Tschoepe

OfCAj f'A\ree‘b 

Wooi>WRONG WAY
POOR USE OF MITERING
Laying floorboards that turn a 
corner by using a series of miter 
joints may seem easier, but after 
a few seasons the joints will have 
opened. Open joints expose a great 
deal of end grain, which wicks 
moisture and leads to wood failure. 
Similarly, a mitered corner on 
fascia board will open and be not 
only unsightly but also an invitation 
to water incursion and insects.

~ }o\ MT

RIGHT WAY

fLSOfL >/

'Joco Linte
BUTT AND HERRINGBONE
Although the miter joint is designed to 
eliminate end-grain exposure, mitering 
sometimes makes matters worse. On 
wood porches, for example, multiple 
opportunities seem to call for miter 
joints. But when floorboards turn a 
corner, the better option is to interleave 
boards in a herringbone pattern using 
multiple butt joints. These are less 
likely to leave a gap at the intersection. 
As another example, it’s always better 
to join fascia boards using a butt joint, 
to prevent an open miter later on.

/
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Q^ My outdoor porch has a concrete floor and steps. It was painted,
’ probably 50 years ago, with brick-red paint, and repainted more than 

once with latex paint, which did not adhere well. The red paint has worn 
in places, but appears extremely durable. The Rust-Oleum concrete paint 
stripper and 3000 psi power washer I used to remove the latex did not 
faze the original paint. I would rather repaint with a more subdued color. 
How can I remove the old paint or get latex to adhere? — Neil Wolf, via email

All patching should be done and have cured. You do not need 
a sealer. The floor must be thoroughly dry. Since you will be 
priming and then applying two or three thin coats of masonry 
paint, with 24-hour drying periods, you’ll need up to four days 
with no precipitation and, ideally, low to average humidity.
Apply one coat of a bonding primer to assure compatibility and 
adherence with the old finish. Whether acrylic or oil-based, this 
should be a formula specifically for masonry; it may be labeled 
“elastomeric." Use a roller; do not spray.

I was surprised to find that epoxy coatings, the most durable 
for concrete walking surfaces, are not recommended for previ
ously painted concrete, especially if the paint was oil-based. So 
that means you should use a masonry finish paint specified for 
floor surfaces, one compatible with your primer. Both acrylic 
latex and oil formulas are available. (Sherwin-Williams Porch & 
Floor Enamel, for example, is latex and can be used on concrete.) 
Use a spray gun or brush and roller. Apply at least two thin 
coats, 24 hours apart. Note that optional paint additives can lend 
texture for “grip” (safety). Please consult with a knowledgeable 
person at the paint or masonry store when you buy products.

—Patricia Poore

, The answer is not as obvious as I thought. Concrete 
• itself presents adhesion problems, because it's porous 

and alkaline, and walking surfaces are especially problematic. 
New, unfinished concrete is easy enough to deal with given 
modem products. Previously finished surfaces are harder.

The red you see may be a stain applied when the concrete was 
wet, making it integral, or it might be an oil-based coating (in 
a formulation no longer made), or it may be an early, postwar 
epoxy. If you can get the floor and steps absolutely clean, with 
no embedded dirt and no grease, and a surface with no peeling 
or other paint failure, you should be able to repaint successfully. 
First, all subsequent latex paints must be completely removed.

Looks like you already did a good job, using the right paint 
stripper and power washing. If any stains remain, clean with 
TSP or an oil-stain remover from a company like SEAL-KRETE; 
rinse, and allow to dry. Be sure all mildew and mold are killed 
and stains removed. If the surface is very smooth you may 
need to etch it with HCl acid; you can buy acidic etching liquids 
from Rust-Oleum and cement-products companies. 1 think it’s 
unlikely you will need to do this on a weathered exterior surface. 
(Please use full safety equipment when using TSP and acid.)
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M Traditional Building
CONFERENCE SERIESjif

Princeton, NJ • July 18-19 • Nassau Inn
Learn traditional techniques | Network with suppliers | Earn AIA credits

he Traditional Building Conference Series delivers 
focused, relevant education for architects, contractois, 
craftspeople, designers, building owners and facilities 
managers in a time efficient format at beautiful historic 

venues. In a two*day interactive symposium you will learn from 
best-in-class experts and practitioners about historic preservation; 
adaptive use, urban infill, classical design; sustainable design 
building restoration/maintenance; and traditional craft. Meet the 
editors of Period Homes, Traditional Building, New Old House, Arts

T
& Crafts Homes, Early Homes, and Old House Journal. Network 
with your industry peers, clients and the technical representatives 
from restoration/renovation product suppliers.

Tlie Tnnliliniiiil Biiiiding (ionfcreiicc Scries is a n'gistered [irovidcr 
of AIA ('ontinuing c<lii<-alion credits. (Credits for NAHI. AIBI). and 
certain NAHB classifieations can be arranged. I.EF.I) ac<Tediled 
prnlcssionals and interior designers should «’onfaet the etliicalioii 
director to delenninc if any courses have Ireen registered for 
eonliniiing education ere<lits with the IDCKC or the I S(iB('.

For more information, please visit traditionaibuildingshow.com
Registration Inquiries:
Carolyn Walsh 781.779.1560 
cwalsh@aimmedia.com

Education Inquiries:
Judy Hayward 802.674.6752 
jhayward@aimmedia.com

I Vi' 11 iin f
ARCHITEjf^URF &ART

CIXSMCAI

Partnership Inquiries:
Griffin Suber 202.262.3401 
GSuber@aimmedia.com

Sponsorship Inquiries:
Peter H. Miller 202.256.0694 
pmiller@aimmedia.com



NSPIRE

COTTAGE GARDEN ORDER
A postdiluvian reclamation.
+ AOIYWATER FEATURE
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Home Sweet

is a touchstone to which all others of the 
style may be compared. Its studied imper
fections are perfectly imperfect.

Compared with its upright neighbors, 
the home is wonderfully bonkers, to echo 
Alice. Indeed, a few years ago the current 
owners installed a new weathervane: a 
witch on a broomstick, which is very ap
propriate, though installed straight and 
plumb, unlike anything else on the house.

Fate intervened. A ferocious windstorm 
skewed the weathervane, bending it to a 
jaunty angle. The homeowners decided to 
leave it alone.

The genesis of the house can be traced 
to a civil engineer named Rufus Buck, 
who was likely inspired by some of art 
director Harry Oliver’s creations. Oliver 
holds title to the Storybook Style’s first 
permutations; it was he who designed the

!ND YOUR WAY
along the steep hillside flanking Griffith 
Park in Los Angeles, and you’ll encoun
ter streets with old-world names like 
Inverness, Cromwell, Aberdeen, and 
Dundee. It seems fitting that, after round
ing a curve on Glendower Avenue, you 
stumble on a house straight out of a fairy 
tale. In a city known for make-believe and 
artifice, this Storybook home built in 1923
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ABOVE, TOP Archival images
capture the eccentric mock-

antiquity of the house soon

after it was built, right The
Hlaffer-Courcier house of 1923

was inspired by art director
Harry Oliver's Tam O'Shanter
Restaurant, just three mites

down Los Feliz Boulevard. Civil
engineer Rufus Buck designed

the house, introducing wiggly
timbers and a split chimney



ABOVE Enthusiastic own
ers Chris Parson (left)

and Donald Brown, who
bought the house in 1999,
are only its third owners.

In 2014 the house was
declared a city Cultural-

Historical Monument.
RIOHT The dining room
has the feel of an old-
world boardinghouse.

complete with a Scottish
trestle table made in

Ohio. OPPOSITE (bottom)
The three-legged dining
chairs of American oak

have cutouts from which
they could be hung on
pegs on the pub wall.

oMore Online
A 1936 Scandinavian

Storybook home:
oldhouseonline.

com/articles/
scandinavian-

storybook
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ROUGH FINISH
Heavy parging, troweled 

surfaces, matte tiles
all are leitmotifs of the
antiquated interiors in
Storybook homes. The
design of the fireplace

is ortoinal.

the Courciers, which are best described as 
eclectically Bohemian.

The first order of busine.ss was es
sentially to clean the .slate. Later carpets 
and linoleum were ripped up. exposing 
beautiful oak floors. Unsympathetic light 
fixtures were removed. Window air con
ditioners and awnings were jettisoned, 
and modern heating and air conditioning 
unobtrusively installed. Upgrades were 
made to the kitchen and bathrooms.

As with most vStoryhook .Style homes, 
the exterior features artificial aging, a big 
part of the charm. But it needed tending 
to, after 70 years of real-time aging. The 
owners’ biggest challenge may have been 
discovering artisans skilled in the sympa-

•, a svvayback restaurant 
well as the first Storybook 

w called the Witch’s House 
)iise). which was built as a 
liver City, also in 19:11. 
ivn about the original own- 
*, a woman listed as Lulu 
that, like others during the 
on. she may have fallen on 
he home went into fore- 
In 1933, it was acquired 

?ne Courcier. The house 
in the Courcier family until 
and Chris Parsons bought 
ily for Brown and Parsons, 
?ed in three quarters of a 
5c some features added by
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BELOW The bedroom has an artful blend including a repro
duction Arts & Crafts-style bed. a fireplace surround of 

tiger oak salvaged from a house in St. Louis, and a cloister 
bench from a mid-l9th-century French monastery, right 
The bold copper and slag glass chandelier came from a 

home nearby, opposite (top) A favorite among the owners' 
collection is this remarkable early-19th-century Alsatian 

armoire with a crenelated top and a bartizan (a projecting 
corner turret that overhangs the castle wall).

SEIGNEURIAL
The current owners' 

furniture collection' 
includes a straight^ 

backed Louis XIV 
Seigneurial chair with 
fleur-de-lis motif, rtiac 

probably for a high^ 
ranking official. Abovi 

it hangs a massive ligf 
fixture of the 1920s. 

with popular Storyboo 
motifs including shieli 

and broad axes—and 

more fleurs-de-lis.

BELOW Itopj The large double torch" sconce
has mica shades and an iron finish, (middlel
Simple sconces with candle covers are from

Belgium, made from railroad lie spikes.
(bottom) The single pendant wall bracket has

the peaked cap seen on medievalized fixtures.

thetic repair of Storybook houses.
Soon Brown and Parsons, who are

avid antiquers and travelers, could set
upon “medievalizing” and rusticating the
interior with a blend of wrought-iron and
mica light fixtures, old-world antiques.
and some bungalow-era Arts & Crafts
furniture. Rooms are relaxed, comfort
able, and unpretentious as a result.

Unlike the case with more academic
styles—Aesthetic Movement, Art Deco,
even Arts & Crafts—original Storybook
interior decorating was not married to
any particular ethos. Medieval and rustic
do fit its informality. Doilies are discour
aged, but battle axes are perfectly okay.

It has been said that Storybook Style
is the architecture that makes you smile.
The houses are, in short, paeans to a
less hurried and complex time. If you
stumble across one, take the time to stare
and absorb all the cartoonish curves and
whimsical dilapidation: it’s good for your 
soul! You may spy a few lawn gnomes and 
twinkling pixies. Don’t worry if others 
think you are bonkers for liking them.
All the best people do.

70 FOR RESOURCES. SEE PAGES 75 & 95.



Given Storybook’s 
romanticized European

roots, medieval 
and rustic designs 

fit its informality. In 
other words, doilies
are discouraged,

but battle axes are 
perfectly okay.



“A demand rose for homes that would reflect the status 
of the stars and ... fantasy. ... Unlike the sedate manors of 

bankers and businessmen, these houses would be fanciful monuments 

to the pathologically flamboyant.” —arrol gellner in Storybook Style
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STYLE

20th CENTURY STORYBOOK HOMES
A HOLLYWOOD TAKE ON MEOIEVAL AND EUROPEAN DOMESTIC ARCHITECTURE, By Patricia Poore

Fairytale, Hansel & Gretel, Storybook: These are names commonly given to a whimsical style that en
joyed only a brief moment but never ceases to bring a warm smile to those who encounter it. It appeared in 
the Los Angeles area in the early 1920s, reached its height of popularity just before the Depression, and then it 
was gone, save for a few isolated examples. The style is theatrical and often humorous. The houses are unusu
ally well crafted, of brick and stucco, shingles and even thatch—all artistically rendered to suggest great age.

DID YOU KNOW that the famous sign, 
when constructed, read HOLLYWOOD- 
LAND? That’s right—it was the promo
tional sign for a subdivision begun in 1923. 
Advertisements touted the quaintness of 
the steep hillside setting and the quirki
ness of its homes: the developers required 
that homes be built in “French Normandy, 
Tudor English, Mediterranean and Span
ish styles,” a nod to the growing popular
ity of Historical Revival styles at the time. 
The architecture police weren’t patrol
ling, however, and some of the homes 
constructed were, well, eccentric. A crack 
publicity staff succeeded in attracting the 
likes of Bela Lugosi, Humphrey Bogart, 
Gloria Swanson, Felix Adler (author of 
Three Stooges two-reelers), and cellist
RIGHT Spadena House in Beverly Hills, "a 
cleverly wrought caricature of dilapidated an
tiquity," is the ultimate Storybook example.

FAR RIGHT Builder Hugh Comstock called his 
own house in Carmel "Hansel."

%

-fc-

the HALLMARKS
• MANIPULATION Many of 
these houses have wings 
and gables, step-backs and 
add-ons that both suggest 
they grew over the ages and 
that hide their true size. Steep 
roofs, oversize and undersize 
elements manipulate scale.

• EUROPEAN DETAILS Look for 
Spanish ironwork, French 
Norman towers, Tudor half
timbering, round-arch doors, 
rolled-eave “thatched" roofs 
and jerkin-head gables, 
medieval stained glass, and 
casement windows.

• FALSE AGING The roof ridge 
may be swaybacked, the 
rough-troweled stucco "peel
ing" to reveal rubble stone, 
the shingles laid in irregular 
waves. Sometimes walls 
purposely were built out-of
square and out-of-plumb.

• FANTASY What distinguishes 
a Storybook from a Revival 
house is exaggeration. Look 
for a turret and rubble stone 
or clinker brick and a catslide 
roof, plus such nonfunctional 
whimsy as fake dovecotes and 
castle-like crenellations.
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CLOCKWISE FROM ABOVE Normandy Village, 
an apartment complex in Berkeley built 

1926-28 by William R. Yelland, evokes rural 
villages in Northern France, patterned on 

war memories. A bulging dovecote echoes 
turrets, inside a house by W.W. Dixon.

Efrem Zimbalist Sr. In the develop
ment were built some early, and well 
publicized. Period Revival houses that 
crossed a line into what can only be 
called Storybook Style.

It’s no surprise that the center of the 
theatrical Storybook Style should be 
Hollywood, land of make-believe. The 
stars—the star system dates back to 
silent films—wanted flamboyant, one- 
of-a-kind homes. Los Angeles was full 
of set designers and craftsmen used to 
evoking foreign locales and a sense of 
the past for the movies. “As Hollywood 
flourished in the early ’20s, Period 
Revival homes began to dot the area in 
growing numbers,” writes Arrol Gellner 
in the book Storybook Style. “Most were 
relatively sober examples of Spanish 
Revival, Normandy, or half-timbered 
modes; yet tucked among them could 
now be found isolated outbreaks of 
Storybook Style madness. The upshot 
was at once ironic and fitting: Los 
Angeles, a city renowned for its youth 
and impermanence, would devise for 
America the consummate version of 
instant antiquity.”

Spadena House, for example, was de
signed by the art director Harry Oliver 
in 1921 and built for the Willets studio in 
Culver City to house offices and dress

ABOVE The mushroom-like Half 
House by Michigan architect Earl 
Young, built in 1947. is a late exam

ple built almost entirely of granite 
boulders and local fieldstone.

ing rooms. It doubled as a movie set and 
appeared in silent films. (In 1934 it was 
relocated to Beverly Hills, and has since 
been a private residence.)

The style is easy to spot: battered 
walls, upswept roofs, deeply recessed 
front doors in archways with a random 
edging of bricks or stone and perhaps 
brick voussoirs, turrets and entry tow
ers, exaggerated or cartoonish chimneys, 
metal casement windows, jerkin-head 
dormers, rough-troweled stucco. The 
roofs are often a giveaway: usually laid 
with wood shingles or slate, they may 
even have a sway or sag in the ridge, sug
gesting great age.

“These are houses that embody 
the utmost joy in creation, yet which 
never demand to be taken too seriously,” 
writes Arrol Gellner. “It remained for 
the elements of exa^eration, artifice, 
and humor to be fused into the Period 
Revival mixture, in a process that could

perhaps only have transpired in one 
place in America—a city in which a 
clutch of quaint but well-behaved home 
styles would be transmogrified into 
movie-caliber fantasy.”

The style did not, of course, spring 
from nowhere overnight. It was, perhaps, 
a manifestation of the Picturesque move
ment that began in 18th-century Eng
land—architecture based on vernacular, 
medieval forms, meant to elicit emotion 
more than intellectual appreciation.
By the 1920s the popularity of Spanish 
Revival architecture, especially in Cali
fornia, had broadened into a fascination 
with European revival styles in general. 
Storybook Style is the most exuberant.
It spread across the country, courtesy of 
movie celebrity and magazines. Though 
not common. Storybook houses can be 
found from Milwaukee to Maryland, in 
Washington, D.C., and Asheville, N.C., 
and even in staid New England.
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STORYBOOK TODAY
design
STORYBOOK HOMES stot7bookhomes.com Pictur
esque designs in a Storybook Collection, custom 
home design; working plans, specifications.

doors/ioindotps
BELISLE ANCESTRAL DOORS & WINDOWS belisle 
windows.com All-wood doors & windows in
cluding casements in historic French styles. 
CARRIAGE HOUSE DOOR CO carriagedoor.com 
Garage doors & driveway gates in Victorian &
Old World styles.
THE HYLAND STUDIO hylandstudio.com Glass 
studio/restoration firm offers old-world styles, 
diamond-pane windows.
THE IRON DOOR STORE theirondoorstore.com 
Custom iron doors in Craftsman, Spanish, Italian 
& "Tolkien"styles.

specialties
CRS ROOFING ARTISANS roofingartisans.com
Design & Installation of steam-bent or wave- 
coursed roofing ("wood thatch"); also specialists 
in slate, metal, cedar, copper roofs.
HANS LIEBSCHER COPPER WORKS hanscopper.com 
Old-world roofs, goffers, domes, ornament.
HESS ORNAMENTAL IRON hessiron.com Design & 
handcraft of iron & brass railings, fences.
IRON LOCK IMPORTS ironlockimporls.com 
Medieval-style iron hardware forged In the 
Austrian Alps.
KING ARCHITECTURAL METALS kingmetals.com 
Fanciful balusters, ornamental castings, finials, 
rails & more in all metals.
TUDOR ARTISANS DESIGN tudorartisans.com Old 
English arc/i/fecfuraf details in authentic mate
rials: leaded glass, carved stone, millwork, steel 
casements, paneling, crests, hardware, lighting. 
SHELDON SLATE PRODUCTS sheldonslate.com Old- 
world roofing, flooring, wall siding, landscape 
elements, signage & more.
SUPERIOR CLAY CORP. superiorclay.com Distinc
tive chimney pots plus fireplaces, bread ovens. 
TRUSTWORTH STUDIOS trustworth.com Specialist 
in reproducing quaint, Voysey-designed wall
papers with names like 'The House That Jack 
Built', 'Hey Diddle Diddle', 'Four and Twenty', 
and 7 Love Little Pussy’.
WIEMANN METALCRAFT wiemannironworks.com 
Custom design and metalwork including balco
nies, stairs, entry doors, gales.

the whole sforj;BOOK A sense of fun en
livens this style-defining book, which refers to its subject as “a 
rambunctious evocation of medieval Europe” and “the court jest
er among 1920s house styles.” The new, second edition updates 
and expands on the 2002 original. Written by architect Arrol 
Gellner, the book is equally the brainchild of photographer 
Douglas Keister, a frequent contributor to OHJ, whose previous 
books include the Arts & Crafts Bungalow trilogy. Gellner’s 
text, a good read, is a cultural and architectural examination of 
houses that often bring a grin. Among other things, he explains 
the influence of World War I on the popularity of European 
revival styles: “the quaint rural architecture of Flanders, France, 
and Germany [was] firmly fixed in every soldier’s mind.” He 
tells us about the superb homes designed by William R. Yelland 
and Carr Jones, both working around San Francisco during the

second half of the Twenties. The authors 
also visit more recent Storybook houses.

STORYBOOK STYLE 
America's Whimsical Homes of the 1920s 
by Arrol Gellner and Douglas Keister 
Schiffer, 2017; hardcover. 176 pages MANY MORE SUPPLIERS ON P.95.
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With a light touch,
a Connecticut big house-little house
configuration is restored after a fire.
Good old noncombustible plaster is((

what saved the historic house,” says
the interior designer.
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Rebirth
of a ca. ,1830

Farmhouse
BY PATRICIA POORE / PHOTOGRAPHS BY STACY BASS

THIS STORY IS ABOUT THE RESCUE of an antique Connecticut 
farmhouse, which got a sympathetic renovation after a fire. Parts of 
it were severely damaged from smoke and water. Then, inspections 
turned up structural problems and areas that needed to be brought 
up to code. Happily, the main house was mostly intact. A small bath 
had been added many years ago, upstairs at the end of a hall, and a 
kitchen put into the old, one-storey ell.

"I saw a house with plenty of history to preserve,” says interior 
designer Sarah Blank, “yet it needed to be made functional for the 
21st century.” Sarah’s clients, the Ross family, had an emotional 
tie to the old house and agreed to a preservation approach. “We 
decided to add a second floor above the ell, for a master suite to 
include a needed second bathroom. Although the original chestnut

ABOVE Unfussy but pretty, the gardens 
surrounding the house include a pri
vate pool area and a vegetable patch, 
(inset) A classical bust is among the 

garden ornaments, opposite Like the 
Federal-period farmhouse and rooms 
inside, the garden is a simple country 
affair, with split-rail fences and hardy 
cottage-garden shrubs and flowers.
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the millwork
Some elements survived the fire to be cleaned and

restored or reclaimed: windows, a mantelpiece
(above), the back stair. The chestnut frame was largely

intact and reused or repurposed. After reconstruction
according to modern building codes, the interior is

virtually new, but woodwork and trim were patterned
after what was here before-

framing and wall boards were found insufficient by the building
inspector, the wood from this area of the house was salvaged and
used for decorative purposes in the rebuild.’

Sarah Blank, a Connecticut native who continues to study
classical architecture, has been involved in the restoration of
houses dating back to the mid 1700s. “I’ve spent a lot of time with
Thomas Hubka’s Big House, Little House, Back House, Barn,” she
says, referencing the seminal book about New England’s historic
vernacular dwellings.

When I got here, I realized that this house is a jewel, with its
classic simplicity untouched.” The main block is the “big house,’
with a “little house” connector to a “back house” later addition.
Blank insisted that the ell and back house remain secondary to
the main house in size, finishes, and importance, but the original
proportions carry throughout the whole. VENETIANUsing the old glass, the original windows were salvaged and CARPETrestored, and new windows upstairs match exactly: They are

Affordable, woven woolsingle-glazed, multi-light wood windows with lead counter-
striped carpeting wasweights. “We had heat-loss calculations done,” Blank explains.
very popular for stair-and due to the thickness of exterior walls and adequate insula-

cases in the 19th centurytion, the single-glazed ‘new old’ windows meet code. The house
This one is by Thistleis quite warm and cozy.’

Hill Weavers.
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ABOVE Based on its framing and the local historical society's 
estimate, the vernacular house dates to ca. 1820, the ell to 

ca. 1830. The white body and trim with black shutters is 
a classic 19th-century New England color scheme.
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ABOVE Painted walls in 
the dining room were 
ragged by a decorator 
friend of the owners.

The chandelier, a 
Colonial Revival take 
on an original, is by 
Scofield Lighting. 

LEFT The old wood 
floor was painted in a 
traditional checker
board pattern, set on 
the diagonal, with a 

plain border.
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kitchen’s tale
The kitchen in the ell had to be

dismantled and rebuilt, in orderThe kitchen in the ell had
to support the second floor, whichto be completely rebuilt due to
contains the new master bedroomstructural concerns. Its design
and bath. All the old timbers werewas kept simple: Shaker style.
reused in the reconstruction.honed stone, plaster walls

Befitting the farmhouse, the^ —and almost no upper
kitchen design is frank, simple,

and functional. Simple cabinets

have a Shaker feeling. The refrig

erator is masked behind cabinet

fronts. A modest island holds a

prep sink and beverage cooler.

New plaster-on-lath walls in

the room were left unpainted.

their hard surface beautiful as-is.

Neutral grey paint on the cabinets

softens the transition from the

pale plaster to the black-granite

counters. Everything feels time

less and elemental: wood floor.

metal hood, stone counters,

wrought-iron hardware.

On the window wall, the
absence of wall-hung cabinets is
period-sensitive, and opens up the
room to light. The custom range hood
is standing-seam metal. Hardware is
blacksmith-made wrought iron.





LEFT Trim in the
master bath

matches that in the
en-suite bedroom.

ABOVE The guest
bath has the only

tub, a historical and
functional built-in

with a soapstone cap
on the surround. The

sink area and WC

are separate.

Many interior details were restored or re-created, and many 
furnishings and artwork conserved. “I have to say, Chubb Group 
was amazing,” Sarah Blank says about the insurance carrier, 
who offers a historic-house policy. “The company understood 
the family’s love of this house and its history. They were present 
through the entire project.

“We were able to save the original chestnut framing, which 
was reincorporated in the reconstruction and design,” Blank 
says. The restoration, including the upstairs addition and 
kitchen and bath remodeling, was completed in record time in 
2011. “Brian Ross, the homeowner, loves this old farmhouse,” his 
designer says. “He wanted to preserve its architectural heritage. 
All new walls are real, hand-troweled, three-coat plaster on wire 
lath. The finish is beautiful... there’s no drywall anywhere. In 
the kitchen, new plaster walls were left unpainted.

“1 am a realistic designer,” Blank says. “We are all getting 
older, not younger! Brian’s office on the ground floor can become 
the master bedroom, if necessary, in the future.” Next to it she 
specified an accessible bathroom with a three-foot doorway and 
curbless shower—the shower floor is recessed into the basement.

ABOVE The hall window is above the front door. The
large cupboard is very old and was purchased at
auction. The fixture is an authentic reproduction.

OPPOSITE Tail-post beds in the house are 20th-
DECORATING AND FURNISHING was a collaborative effort 
between the designer and Ross. “This is a country house,” Sarah 
Blank explains. “In general, we returned the house to what it 
had been before the fire. Plain plaster walls, plain window treat-

century reproductions. This one was repainted.
The appliqued pillow shams were made by a local
woman, who also made the draperies.



Renovation returned the
country house to its roots, “what it had 
been before the fire,” says the designer.

Plaster walls and simple treatments
are the rule, even in new spaces.

ments. We added bathrooms, of course, but they are naive in
their design: wood floors, very simple vanity cabinets, a built-in
bathtub. Everything simple.”

Furnishings include a mix of antiques and comfortable leather 
and upholstered pieces. A lot of the furniture already in the 
house was salvageable, after being professionally cleaned and 
reupholstered as necessary. Artwork, too, was restored.

“The house did not have a name, as far as we knew,” says 
Blank. “I asked the Rosses to pick one: It’s Colinwood, in honor 
of their son. In so many ways, this project was a labor of love.”

ABOVE The study fireplace was replaced in kind, 
as the original was charred in the fire. In several 
rooms, trim colors were matched to what had been 
in the house, but it’s unclear if they are the original 

colors. LEFT The designer reverted to double-hung 
windows, replacing a 1960s picture window in the 

study. TOP BIGHT A full basement went in under the 
rebuilt ell, becoming a wine cellar with board walls 
made from the original chestnut sub-flooring.

FOR RESOURCES, SEE PAGE 95.
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LEARN MORE

SOAPSTONE, SLATE, AND GRANITE
WHICH OF THESE NATURAL STONES SHOULD YOU PICK FOR COUNTERTOPS? By Patricia Poore

Would you be surprised to learn that granite is poro\is and thus needs more 
upkeep than the others? Or that soapstone used for countertops isn’t soft, 

like the little soapstone blocks used for carving in art class? • A metamorphic rock, 
SOAPSTONE is made up primarily of magnesite, dolomite, chlorite, and talc. Steatite is its 
geological term. Artists’ soapstone, with up to an 8n% talcum content, is not the same 
soapstone used for countertops, with perhaps .^o% talc. Because of the talcum, soap
stone does have a warmer, softer or silkier feeling than granite, which is quite hard 
and cold. • Soapstone is completely heatproof- -your whole countertop hecomes a 
trivet. As it is nonporous, it is naturally anti-microbial, it’s nearly impenious to 
staining, and acid doesn’t affect it. It is a dense stone that won’t chip easily nr break, 
but it can be scratched or dented -which can be repaired by sanding. Countertop
thickness soapstone doesn’t require a substrate for support.

SLATE, TOO. a fine-grained sedimentary, 
metamorphised atone composed largely 
of quartz and muscovite (a mica) with bio- 
tite, chlorite, hematite, and other miner
als, is durable and nonporous. Like soap
stone. slate needs less fuss and upkeep 
than granite and certainly than marble. 
Slate has a subtle shift of coloration but 
the effect is uniform. You can get slate in 
black, charcoal, lighter grey or pewter, 
brown-black, and dark with undertones 
of green, purple, or red. Slate won’t easily 
chip or scratch and stands up to heat. On 
the downside, slate is slightly brittle, so 
less “working” of edges is done—comers 
can be sharp. Creating a sink is expensive. 
Slate is usually honed to a matte smooth 
finish, especially for use in kitchens.

The process is exceedingly easy: cheap 
dnigstore-brand mineral oil is wiped on, 
left for five minutes, and then wiped off 
in several pas.ses until the stone has no 
oily feel. “We've begun offering wax as an 
alternative to oil," Bowman says. "Tt holds 
up for months, if not a year, but it’s time- 
consuming to apply and you have to let it 
cure for a week with no standing water, 
no appliances put hack in place.” 

vSoapstone doesn't offer a wide color 
selection. Some areas produce dark grey 
soapstone with black or green under
tones. You can ask for a slab with 
a lot of veining, large mineral deposits- 
or not. But you won’t have the endless 
color, pattern, and graining options 
available with granites from around the 
world. Soap-Stone is quarried in slabs 
abo\it .30" deep by 7’. So extra-long coun
tertops will need a seam. Since the stone 
is almost monochromatic, well-done 
seams are not obvious.

Soapstone is not surface-perfect like 
Corian or laminate. It has veins and even 
larger streaks of quartz or crystals called 
amphiboles. It will change color slightly 
depending on degree of use, and it will 
pick up slight dents, thus it develops a 
patina. Oiled soapstone has a slight sheen, 
but doesn’t take a glossy surface as does 
polished granite. These attributes make it 
ideal for kitchens meant to look histori
cal -on the other hand, soapstone can he 
a beautiful counterpoint in an otherwise 
sleek, modern kitchen.

Soapstone does not need to be sealed. 
Most people apply mineral oil, at least 
initially, to oxidize the surface, imparting 
an even, charcoal-to-black color. “After 
we install the stone, which comes out of 
the ground light grey, we tell people to oil 
it ‘once a day for a week, once a week for 
a month, once a month for a year’,” says 
Glenn Bowman of Vermont Soapstone. “If 
you don't keep up, nothing bad happens.”

GRANITE IS DURABLE and often very beautiful, 
with a wide range of colors and patterns.
It may be highly polished, or honed for 
a matte surface. But granite is a porous 
stone. It must be resealed (usually about 
twice a year, depending on use), and 
spills should be wiped up immediately. 
The sealer is expensive and takes some 
care in application.

All of these countertop materials 
are expensive to buy and install. Then 
again, they don’t wear out. When you 
add up the cost of stone, preparation, 
and installation, prices are comparable. 
The biggest range in materials price 
comes with granite, because there 
are so many varieties.



Urns hold flowering
annuals, starting
with pansies and

violas, replaced after
Memorial Day for

summer bloom, then
evergreen branches

in October.

OPPOSITE Pilasters
create a classic

Oreek Revival entry
in rural New York.



A COTTAGE GARDEN
EMERGING OUT OF MUD AND STUMPS. A PRETTY GARDEN FLOURISHES AROUND AN 1835 
GREEK REVIVAL FARMHOUSE. THE HOMEOVYNER. A LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT. SET OUT TO 
CREATE "AN ORDERLY PLAN WITH STRUCTURE AND A RATIONAL CIRCULATION SYSTEM" 
TO UNOERLY AN ABUNDANCE OF DAYLILIES, IRISES, AND LILACS. BUT FIRST. 30 INCHES 
OF SILT NEEDED TO BE REMOVED. STORY AMD PHOTOS BY STEVE GROSS & SUSAN DALEY
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In 2011, disaster struck again 35

Hurricane Irene caused creeks to rise, inundating
village homes. Moving water knocked down the
renovated carriage barn, carried fallen trees
perilously close to the house, and left up to 30
inches of sandy silt behind.The house needed
emergency renovation, the garden a do-over.

ment, Steve had been searching for a farm
house not too far from the city, where he could 
do some weekend gardening. This ca. 1835 

house, which came with a small carriage shed, 
was on one-third of an acre and afforded views 
of neighboring bams, fields, and mountains. “I 
liked that there was a good, level garden area 
with rich soil,” Steve says, “large enough to do 
something interesting, but still manageable.” 

He began working on his garden design, 
elaborating on the existing cottage garden that 
had run a little wild. Establishing axes and 
creating green-lawn “runner paths” and “area 
rugs,” Steve aimed to create “an orderly plan 
witli structure and a clear, rational circulation 
system.” He cut down some scrubby trees to 
open up the space. Down came some old peach
es infected with borers, and a plum that had 
succumbed to an ice storm during Steve’s first

HEN Steve Whitesell dis
covered the hamlet of North 
Blenheim, in 2009, the area 
was between disasters. The 

small village is alongside the Schoharie River 
in a narrow valley in Upstate New York. In the 
late 20th century, 25 Greek Revival homes here 
survived and were listed on the National Reg
ister of Historic Places. The first disaster came 
in 1990, when many of the town’s pre-Civil War 
houses were leveled by a fireball that erupted 
from a gas-pipeline explosion, sending flames 
60 feet and setting fire to treetops.

One of the Greek Revival houses spared from 
the fire belonged to an elderly woman who 
grew red tulips alongside a white picket fence. 
Hers was the house that Whitesell, a licensed 
landscape architect, bought in 2009. Living in 
New York City, working for the Parks Depart

wThe garden is a 
Colonial Revival 

interpretation.
“My clients want low 

maintenance,” says 
the designer, “but 

taking care of my bor
ders is fun for me; the 
formal structure gives 

me a sense of calm.”
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ABOVE In the roadside
bed, golden hops are
interplanted on tall
poles with Clematis

viticella Polish Spirit' to
provide a long season.

Hops reference the
agricultural history of
the area. A "borrowed
view" of the neighbor's
red barn is backdrop.

LEFT A paved walkway
of locally quarried

bluestone now runs in
front of the house. The

double border has gold

en grass, Amsonia 'Blue
Ice', and Kirengeshoma

palmata from Japan.
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•Vfwinter here. He put in double perennial borders 
with hues of blue, purple, pink, garnet red, and 
yellow, backed with hardy English boxwood.

Only two years later, disaster struck again.
A catastrophic flood due to Hurricane Irene 
in 2011 caused the creeks to rise more than 20 

feet, inundating village homes and sweeping 
away the famous Blenheim Covered Bridge.
The moving water knocked down Steve’s newly 
renovated carriage bam, which ended up over
turned in the neighbor’s yard. Up to 30 inches 
of sandy silt was left behind when floodwaters 
receded. Several large, uprooted trees had 
floated into Steve’s yard, and narrowly missed 
crashing into the house.

Now his house needed emergency renova
tion, and Steve also faced the grueling labor of 
starting over in the garden. He moved about 100 

wheelbarrow loads of silt to reduce sandbars, 
level drifts, and fill scoured, sunken areas. 
“Miraculously,” he says, “many plants survived 
to grow back.” Twin urns he’d placed by his 
freshly painted front door were intact after the 
hurricane. “Although they were underwater, 
they weren’t even knocked off their pedestals.”

The white picket fence was washed away, 
but Steve admits he’d never really liked it.
“I’d painted it a month or so before the flood, 
and I didn’t ever want to do it again.” He had
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Bird boxes on 
tall poles pro
vide a vertical 

design element 
alongside desert 
candle or foxtail 

lily. Eremurus 
Shelford Pink'.
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Fragrant lilacs already 
on the property thrive 
alongside the creek. A 
small birdbath centers 
a garden divided into 
rooms and corridors, 
with lawn "runners ' 

and "area rugs."
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the garden plan
"I wanted to keep the view of
the creek open," says Steve
Whitesell. "I also wanted to
create a fairly formal layout to
complement the house, with
double herbaceous borders,
crossed axes, and dense
planting with variety to gain a
long bloom period." The circu
lar lawn section is backed by
a double line of hardy English

boxwood Buxus sempervirens
'Vardar Valley', which provides
evergreen structure in winter.
To the west of the house, a
quadrangle is bordered by
shrubs and ornamental trees.
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ABOVE A small dirung patio of bluestone
edged with brick is set into the border
garden, with views of the creek and a
neighbor's horse pasture.

already begun to replace it with a dry-laid stone 
wall, using stones brought in by cart from old, 
tumbledown walls enclosing a neighbor’s field.

The smashed carriage bam was replaced 
with a small building Steve designed to serve 
as a garage with a studio/siimmer bedroom 
and balcony above. “I’d finished renovating the 
carriage shed the day before the flood,” he says. 
“Its replacement has a ground floor of concrete 
block, filled with reinforcing bars that tie the 
walls to the thick floor slab; it’s built like a bun
ker and shouldn’t budge in any future flood.”

The house next door was abandoned after 
the flood, and Steve was able to acquire it and 
its acreage to double the size of his garden. The

biggest challenge has been bringing in all the 
reconstruction materials; dozens of truckloads 
of stone and soil and thousands of plants were 
used to create what is a relatively small garden. 
“Though the garden will never be finished, 
most of the heaviest work is done now. When 
I hit my 50s, I realized I’d better get to work 
before I started to'fall apart,” he laughs.

Today, Steve Whitesell lives in Blenheim full 
time, his postdiluvian garden a bit of paradise 
regained. Steve has placed wooden benches and 
a dining table under an umbrella, “but 1 don’t 
really use them that much,” he says. “Whenever 
1 sit down, I see something that needs weeding, 
and I get back to work.”

TOP (lefll The new garage 
with a studio and summer 
bedroom above replaced 

the old carriage barn 
destroyed in the hurri

cane, Iright) On the west 

side of the garden, two 
white arches support the 

honeysuckle vine Lanicera 
sempervirens John 

Clayton', above Decorative 
cast-stone roundels were 
inserted into the wall as 
Steve Whitesell built it.
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LEFT The golden 

evergreen rush Acorus 
gramineus 'Ogon' and 
the deciduous grass 

Carex etata Bowie's 
Gold' were brought 
in for planting near 
the water feature. 

BELOW The submerged 
trough garden just 
after construction; 

plants will eventually 
grow over the edges.

A DO-IT-YOURSELF WATER FEATURE
A BURIED TROUGH FOR WATER PLANTS AND SOOTHING SOUND.

Steve Whitesell created his small,
ornamental water feature from a gal

vanized livestock watering trough he bought
at an Agway. It’s about 4' x 2', and 18" deep.
“These do come in bigger sizes—but I got the
largest one that would fit into my tiny car.

Steve positioned the trough next to the
stone wall he’d constructed, which is about
5’ tall on the garden side and 2 V2 tall on 
the street side. He dug the hole with a hand 
shovel, and created a level base with several 
inches of sandbox sand. The lip of the trough 
purposely was left several inches above the 
grade, so that soil and mulch won’t wash in.

The small, submersible recirculating 
pump has a jet to keep the water aerated. 
Steve says the sound of it helps muffle traffic 
sounds when milk trucks rumble by. “I plug 
the pump into an exterior outlet, and keep 
it running from April to November. The jet 
goes about a foot high and looks quite nice.

The dense planting around the trough 
will eventually drape over and blur its edges. 
Steve planted a dwarf cattail in the pond, 
along with evergreen, golden-leaved Acorus 
gramineus ‘Ogon’ around the edge—which 
loves wet soil and thrives in the water jet’s 
splash area. “Frogs sometimes show up, 
but they get eaten by the water snake that’s 
taken up residence.”

1. The owner tamps down sand 
to provide a level base. 2. The 
galvanized trough is set with its lip 
just above grade. 3. The excavated 
dirt is used to fill. 4. A pump 
in the trough aerates water.
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STORYBOOK SHOWCASE

Hans Liebscher Custom Copperworks
Award winning maslerfulcraftsmanship and 

fine detailing in venerable copperand bronze.
Hand cast bronze and hand tooled copper. 

Hans is an accomplished mastercoppersmith 
with an international reputation for his exceptional 
craftsmanship. Products Include gutters, leader 

boxes, downspouts, roofing shingles, chimney 
caps, finials, torches gargoyles, and more. 

760-471-5114; www.h3nsc0pper.com

Carriage House Door Company
Enduring Quality. Timeless Design. 

Garage doors, shutters, and gates meticulously 
hand-crafted to your specifications, protecting 

your one-of-a-kind, period-style home. 
Made in U.S.A., with unlimited design options, 

by industry's most experienced. 
www.carriagedoor.com/dreamfree

Hess Ornamental Iron, Inc.
From design to installation, Hess Ornamental 

Iron offers heirloom quality, hand-crafted interior 
and exterior metalwork that will last generations. 
Select one of our designs, or imagine your own. 

Free estimates, consultation. 
717-246-3135; www.hessiron.com

Roofing Artisans
Incredible attention to detail using only the highest 

quality material and installation methods in the 
cottage-roofing industry. Nationwide service, 

project-management, insurance representation, 
feature-walls and artwork.

Follow us on Linkedin and Twitter. 
216-322-1817; www.roofingartisans.com

Hyland Studio
Preferred Vendor of "Storybook Homes". 

Custom hand-made leaded glass and stained 
glass for windows and doors. Traditional Diamond 

Light Beveled panel to fit any size or shape. 
Shipping throughout the U.S. 

408-748-1806; www.hylandstudio.com

The Iron Door Store
The Iron Door Store is a manufacturer/supplier 

of iron entries, gates, and other artistic steel 
products. Standard styles, bring your own, 

or design one. New Construction, Remodels, 
Residential, and Commercial. Nationwide. 
435-319-4114; www.theirondoorstore.com

Sheldon Slate Products
Mining and manufacturing of slate products. 

Sinks, counters, floor tile, roofing, and monu
ments. Business from earth to finished product. 

Custom work a specialty. 
207-997-3615 518-642-1280 

www.sheldonslate.com

Storybook Homes
Designing the world's most enchanting cottages. 
We have over 100 stock plans currently available, 

large and small, or perhaps a custom 
cottage designed especially for you! 

Old-World inspiration, modern day design. 
360-656-5837; www.storybookhomes.com

Superior Clay
Superior Clay Pots are the finest Terra Cotta 

pots in the world. They will not only add 
beauty to your home, but will add height 

and grandeur to your chimney, 
www.superiorclay.com
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T\esources

PERIOD GLAZING
DESIGNERS Cummings Architects. Ipswich, MA: 
cummingsarchitects.com • David Heide De
sign Studio, Minneapolis, MN: dhdstudio.com 
WINDOWS Siteline Wood Line windows Jeld- 
Wen jeld-wen.com • Marvin marvin.com 
ART-GLASS WINDOW Michael F. Pilla, Mpls.,
MN; (612) 810-4754 CHANDELIER antique

Related Resources
Bendheim Glass restorationglass.com Mouth- 
blown window glass for restorations Mon-Ray 
Inc. monray.com Exterior and interior secondary 
glazing windows for historic preservation 
Moon Shadow Glass moonshadowglass.com 
High-quality decorative etched glass

wall cladding, ornamentation Copper Summit 
Inc. coppersummitinc.com Copper cupolas, 
awnings, domes, finials. chimney pots in old Eng
lish & French styles Custom Shingles custom 
shingles.com Decorative wood shingling includ
ing steam-bent wood "thatch," aka Storybook or 
Hobbit roofs EJM Copper Inc. ejmcopper.com 
Architectural copper latuminum, brass, zinc, 
steel) including European-style cupolas, spires, 
gutters Endureed endureed.com Natural- 
look. fireproof & wind-rated synthetic thatching 
materials Huber & Associates huberroofing. 
com Historic roof restoration, sheet metal, clay, 
thatch McGhee & Co. Roof Thatchers thatch 
ing.com Creating English roof thatching with a 
life expectancy of 60 years Ornametals ornam- 
etals.com Old-world-style copper & zinc gutters, 
metal ornaments, finials. weathervanes Renais
sance Roofing claytileroof.com Restoration of 
historic roofing systems: inventory of materials 
MASONRY/CAST STONE Chicago Antique 
Brick & Stone cbsantique.com Midwest sup
plier of antique brick, masonry, veneer, pavers 
Eldorado Stone eldoradostone.com High-end 
manufactured interior, exterior stone products 
including a river-rock veneer Gavin Historical 
Bricks historicalbricks.com Reclaimed brick 
& stone shipped nationwide Old Carolina Brick 
handmadebrick.com Fine hand-molded bricks 
to match resforaf/on projects
LIGHTING/METALWORK (more on p. 75]
Hans Duus Blacksmith handduusblacksmith. 
com Heirloom custom lighting fixtures inspired 
by ancient designs Mica Lamps micalamps. 
com Old-world collections include 'Iron Abbey' 
and 'Storybook Lightingwork in iron and copper 
Steven Handelman Studios stevenhandelman 
studios.com Custom wrought-iron lighting & 
metalwork in styles including Gothic, French 
Norman & Storybook Tudor Vintage Lights 
vintagelights.com Selling only vintage (antique) 
fixtures, searchable by decade or style; many 
Storybook designs
LIFESTYLE Chess Baron chessbaron.com 
Themed chess sets including one based on 
Beatrix Potter's Peter Rabbit stories Creative 
Home Engineering hiddenpassageway.com 
Custom secret door systems, not just for safety 
but also for whimsy Medieval Collectibles 
medievalcollectibles.com Medieval & Gothic 
clothing, footwear—and reenactment-worthy, 
wearable suits of armor

BUNGALOW KITCHEN 
CABINETS quarter-sawn oak Quality Custom 
Cabinetry Inc. qcci.com 

TILE Pratt & Larson prattandlarson.com 
CHANDELIER LF202 'Cottage Small Chan
delier', Vintage Iron Collection Mica Lamps 
micalamps.com

ROLLER SHADE Handwerk Shade Shop
thehandwerkshop.com

HOOD 'Canterbury' with custom details
RangeCraft rangecraft.com

Trustworth
Let Us Prey is a lovely idyll straight out of classic 
fairytale storybook genre, charmingly attractive 

whilst being bloodcurdlingly grim.
Don't go into the woods alone. $7/square foot. 

508-746-1847; www.trustworth.com

THEY STILL MAKE
Glass House LLC glasshouseusa.com Custom 
wood hip & pyramid skylights, copper skylights; 
roof lanterns, solariums, greenhouses

Related Resources
Albert J. Wagner wagnerandsons.org Chicago 
roofing specialist creating metal and glass gable 
and hip skylights for over WO years 
Tanglewood Conservatories tangtewood 
conservatories.com Roof lanterns, skylights, 
cupolas etc.

STEPS+STOOPS 
Edgewater Woodwork edgewater 
woodwork.com Steps/stoops, carpentry, built- 
ins, in the Chicago area

Related Resources 
REPAIR PRODUCTS Abatron abatron.com 
Epoxy products for restoring wood, concrete, 
stone, metal American Building Restoration 
Products abrp.com Surface restoration clean
ers. paint removers, water repellents Donald 
Durham waterputty.com Gypsum-based filler 
fixes cracks in wood SAKRETE sakrete.com 
Fast-setting, high-strength, and crack repair 
concrete mixes West System westsystem.com 
Epoxy that bands wood & other materials 
MILLWORK Aeratis aeratis.com Porch flooring & 
decking materials Azek azek.com PVC mould
ings & trim The Gingerbread Man gingerbread 
man.com Exterior decorative trim, brackets, 
spandrels, etc. Woodway Products woodway 
products.com Porch deck, rails & post cladding

Tudor Artisans
Dedicated to the design of period Tudor architec
tural products executed in authentic materials 
wood, iron, glass, limestone, plaster, bronze, 

and copper. We can help design your Tudor house 
plans or architectural components, and fabricate 

these components! We ship nationwide. 
404-474-328 2; www.tudorartisans.com

COZY FARMHOUSE 
DESIGNER
Sarah Blank, Sarah Blank Design Studio. 
Greenwich. CT: sarahblankdesignstudio.com 

EARLY TEXTILES Thistle Hill Weavers 
thistle hillweavers.com 

LIGHTING chandelier Scofield Lighting 
remains.com • pewter-shade pendants 
Authentic Designs authenticdesigns.com

SINK nickel Native Trails nativetrails.net

Related Resources
Garber's Crafted Lighting garbers-crafted- 
lighting.com Handcrafted primitive lighting & 
punched-tin designs Timberlane timberlane. 
com Traditional exterior shutters

HOME SWEETGNOME 
Related Resources
design/build (more on p. 751 

Celtic Gardens celticgardens.com Old-world 
landscape and garden design/build by designer 
John Cullen O’Donnell Custom Homes odonnell 
customhomes.com Design, build, finish work, 
and cabinetry for custom Storybook homes 
ROOFS (more on p. 75]

Bartile bartile.com Modern roofing tile simulat
ing slate, clay tile, split timber roofs; storybook 
fexfures & custom solutions Copper Exclusive 
copperexclusive.com European-trained artisans 
specializing in copper (zinc, steel, etc.) roofing &

SLATE SOAPSTONE GRANITE
Sheldon Slate Products sheldonslate.com Ar
chitectural slate Vermont Soapstone Vermont 
soapstone.com Soapstone fabricator since W56
Related Resources
Ashfield stone ashfieldstone.com Supplier/fab
ricator using schist from the Mass. Berkshires 
Vermont Verde vtverde.com Supplies a green 
serpentine stone less porous than granite

Wiemann Metalcraft
Wiemann Metalcraft is a quality driven ornamen
tal and architectural metal fabricator. Since 1940, 
we have created award winning solutions to meet 
budget, timeframe and aesthetic considerations in 

traditional and contemporary environments. 
918-592-1700; www.wmcraft.com
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PRODUCT SHOWCASE

Allied Window, Inc.
The Culbertson Mansion cried out for 

Custom "Invisible" Storm lVmdows®-with bent glass 
for the Queen Anne turret windows. Allied Window 

answered the call. Interior or exterior applica
tions, custom colors, special shapes, and special 

glazing are all routine. Our abilities meet the 
needs of the professional in the field or the home- 
owner-for the conventional to the extraordinary.

800-445-5411; www.invisiblestorms.com

Aeratis
Aeratis is a T&G PVC porch plank that out 

performs all other porch products. 
Aeratis has been approved nationally for historic 
replacements and is the only product warranted 

against expansion and contraction. 
www.aeratis.com

Abatron, Inc
Banish cracks forever with KRACK KOTE® crack 
repair kit for drywall and plaster. Makes perma

nent, invisible repairs to walls and ceilings quickly 
and easily! Retains flexibility and does not shrink. 

www.abatron.com

American Building 
Restoration Products, Inc.

ABR WATERLESS Fireplace Cleaner^” 
is a temporary cleaning coating designed 
to remove soot, dirt and grime from your 

fireplace. Apply, let it dry and peel the dirt away. 
The creamy, opaque color allows for an even 
and "easy to see" application. May be used on 
interior and exterior surfaces, and requires 

NO WATER in its application or removal. 
800-346-7532; www.abrp.com

Americana
Americana offers the entire DeVenco line of hand
crafted, high quality custom manufactured window 

coverings including: authentic Colonial Wooden 
blinds, interior shutters in four designs: solid 

Raised Panels, Plantation, Victorian, and Caribbean 
movable louver shutters. Exterior shutters in three 
designs: Raised Panel, Movable and Fixed louvers. 

800-269-5697; www.5hutterbtinds.com

Arch Angle Windows & Doors
A manufacturer of high end specialty shape storm 

windows and doors. Arch Angle all aluminum 
storm products are individually hand crafted to 

complement the historic requirements or 
distinctive architecture of the homes, churches 

and commercial buildings they protect. 
800-548-0214; www.archangleohio.com

Authentic Designs
Built of heavyweight copper this hand built shade 

is available in 2 foot and 5 lengths. It features 
a state of the art interior 35 watt LED unit that 

minimizes energy consumption while maximizing 
lighting out put. The unit is dimmable. and easyto 
dean and maintain. Formed by a series of linear 

bends that have created a curved surface, the 
shade is beautiful and deceptively detailed. 

Easy to install and UL listed. 
www.authenticdesigns.com

Arroyo Craftsman Lighting
Arts & Crafts inspired lighting and accessories 

for interior, exterior and landscape.
Many sizes, finishes and art glass choices.

Custom product upon request. 
626-960-9411; www.arroyocraftsman.com

Archive Edition
Established over 20 years, Archive Edition is your 
premier source for the finest Arts & Crafts era 

textiles- Custom projects welcome. Yardage sales 
and designer needs are always accommodated! 

310-676-2424; www.archiveedition.com
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Bendheim Crown Bullion (Bullseye) Glass
This precious mouth-blown glass features the 

characteristic subtle concentric rings and 
bullseye center of authentic crown glass. 

Availafale for purchase online. 
800-221-7379, Opt. 3 

www.restorationglass.com

Bradbury & Bradbury
"Havana" Art Deco Wallpaper 

Our selection of hand-printed historic 
wallpapers includes an Art Deco collection 

that recalls the vibrant and elegant 
style of the 1920s and '30s. 

707-746-1900; www.bradbury.com

Bridger Steel
Metal Panel Systems

Discover unique metal panel systems for your 
home. From classic and sophisticated, to rustic 

charm, Bridger Steel offers over 70 colors 
and finishes for all home designs. 

877-STEEL-MT; www.bridgersteel.com

Transition Screen E>oor fNodeEntry Door Mode

The Bright Spot Chadsworth's 1.800.COLUMNS Christie's Wood and Glass
The Breeze! America's answer to the Dutch Door. 

The beauty of a handcrafted entry door.
The functions of both an entry and screen door. 

See the video and gallery. It's magic! 
Custom Entry way builders for over 35 years. 

www.entryways.com

Website of Mission and Craftsman 
Lamps and lighting fixtures like 
Mariposa in Old Penny finish by 

America's Finest Lighting. 
888-845-4447 

www.thebrightspot.com

The most authentically correct architectural 
columns in the industry. Offers a complete line of 

columns, pillars, and pilasters for interior 
and exterior use, in a variety of sizes, 

styles, and materials. 
800-486-2118; www.columns.com

Classic Gutter Systems, LLC
Classic Gutter Systems. LLC offers a complete 
half round gutter system in copper, aluminum 

and Galvalume including an extensive selection 
of cast fascia and downspout brackets and 

unique accessories. Ask us about our new custom 
radius gutter in half round and K-Style options. 

269-665-2700; www.classicgutters.com

Clay Squared to Infinity
Handmade tiles for kitchens, bathrooms, 

and fireplaces that feel original to the home. 
30 earthy, full-bodied colors are available. 
Dozens of distinctive one-of-a-kind artisan 
designed tiles and trims to choose from.

Order a free catalog today. 
612-781-6409; www.claysquared.com

The Color People
EVERYONE DREAMS IN COLOR 

For 30 years we have been making people's 
dreams come true all over America with our 
famous mail order service. We create color 

schemes for every style and era of buildings, 
residential and commercial.

303-308-0220; www.colorpeople.com
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Coppa Woodworking, Inc.
High quality, custom made wood screen and storm 
doors. Over 300 designs, various wood types and 
finishes, made to any size. Arch tops, dog doors, 

security doors, window screens and storm 
windows are also available. Made in the USA.

Available direct, nationwide. 
310-548-4142: www.coppawoodworking.com

Elmira Stove Works
Vintage-styled Northstar appliances from Elmira 
Stove Works are available in gas, electric or dual 
fuel; nine colors... ranges, fridges, microwaves, 

hoods, dishwashers. Also available in 1890s 
antique styles. As shown $6,995 MSRP. 

800-295-8498; www.elmirastoveworks.com

Crown Point Cabinetry
Crown Point Cabinetry handcrafts the finest 

quality custom cabinetry for your entire home. 
Period styles include Shaker. Arts & Crafts, 
Early American, Victorian, Transitional and 
Contemporary. Available direct nationwide. 

800-999-4994; www.crown-point.com

Gas Copper Lanterns
The Coppersmith offers the most comprehensive 
assortment of lantern styles and accessories on 
the market. 3000 possible combinations allows 
you to create a Copper Lantern, in gas, electric 

and the patented flame simulation option, 
uniquely yours at "off the shelf" prices.

Fast shipping, usually 5-7 days. 
800-910-3275: www.gascopperlanterns.com

Flo Technologies
Protect from Water Damage 

Flo monitors water usage and detects leaks 
anywhere in your home's water supply. Flo can 

shut off the water to protect the home. Say hello to 
smarter plumbing. Visit our website and use code; 

LOVEMYQLDHOME for $30 OFF. 
844-MEETFLO; www.meetflo.com

Garbers Crafted Lighting
Country/Primitive Ceiling Fans 

Tinware, chandeliers, sconces, flush mounts, 
kitchen island, and lots more to make your 

country home complete. Direct from crafter. 
866-856-2317

www.garbers-craftedlighting.com

Glass House, LLC
Working with architects, designers, contractors 

and homeowners since 1983, Glass House 
provides design, sales, fabrication and installation 

of conservatories, greenhouses, specialty 
skylights and custom glass roof systems. 

Individually tailored to meet your specific require
ments. Featuring aluminum or wood framing with 

copper options and state of the art glazing. 
800-222-3065; www.glasshouseusa.com

Granville Manufacturing
Quartersawn clapboards with historical 

square edge butt. Reproduce historic sidings for 
restoration and new construction. Prestaining and 
priming services. 20 years vs 100+ year longevity.

802-767-4747: www.woodsiding.com

The Gingerbread Man
Manufacturer of corner brackets, running trim, 
gable ornaments, custom turned wood columns 

and posts and much more. The Gingerbread Man is 
a division of John C. Kohaut. Inc., Established 1887. 

530-622-0550; www.gingerfareadman.com
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Historic
Housefitters Co.

Authentic, hand-forged 
hardware, made in USA: iron 

thumblatches, mortise lock sets, 
H and HL hinges, strap hinges, 
hearth cooking tools, pot racks, 

fireplace equipment, hooks, 
towel bars, cabinet pulls 
and custom iron work. 
Brass and glass door 
knobs and leversets. 

800-247-4111
www.historichousefiUers.com

Hi-Velocity
The Hi-Velocity System is a Small Duct Central 
Heating & Air Conditioning System, suitable for 
historic remodels, retrofits, new construction, 

recreational properties, and commercial 
applications. Designed to fit where other 

systems cannot, with superior indoor 
air quality and climate control, 

www.hi-velocity.com

6

The Handwerk Shade Shop
Crafting custom cotton spring roller 

shades for more than 25 years. 
503-659-0914

www.thehandwerkshop.com

House of Antique Hardware
Discover exquisite Victorian chandeliers, 

as well as lighting from Colonial to Mid-Century 
Modern, push button light switches, switch plates, 

and hardware for every room in your house. 
Call their friendly hardware specialists for 

help with your selection.
888-223-2545; www.houseofantiquehardware.com

Indow Window Inserts
Window inserts that instantly block cold drafts, 

increase energy efficiency, and hush outside 
noise. Award-winning design is compression 

fit, non-damaging to your original 
windows, and easy to install. 

503-822-3805 
www.indowwindow5.com

Innerglass Window Systems
Custom glass interior storm windows for energy 

conservation and soundproofing. An interior 
storm that outperforms almost any replacement, 

yet maintains the integrity and beauty of your 
historic house. Invisible from the outside.

Perfect for screened porches, too. 
800-743-6207; www.stormwindows.com

mKing Metals
King Metals brings the largest selection of 

premium hand-forged wrought iron balusters, 
scrolls, rings and panels to your historic home. 

From 17th century designs to 21st century modern 
styling, our Koenig Eisen forgings are the 

authentic ornamental metal for every home. 
800-542-2379; www.kingmetals.com

Lanternland
Copper Lanterns & Outdoor Lighting

Authentic period lighting designs handmade in the 
USA from solid copper and brass. Custom orders, 

reproductions, choice of finish & glass, free 
shipping, lifetime warranty, easy order online. 

855-454-5200; www.lan1ernland.com

Kennebec Company
Maine craftsmen build cabinetry and relationships 

to last a lifetime. Furniture based design and 
construction in authentic architectural style 

produce rooms that fit your home and your life. 
207-443-2131; www.kennebeccompany.com
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Melton Workroom
Melton Workroom carries on the tradition of more 

than 25 years in providing window treatments 
for period homes. Please review our custom 

hand painted and stencilled roller shades and 
appliqueed curtains with period hardware. Stencil 

templates and DIY kits available. Check out our 
extensive library of appliques and stencils. 
213-614-1757; www.meltonworkroom.com

Modern Bungalow
Whether it's foryour 1910 Craftsman Bungalow 

or a modern day adaptation of the style, we cover 
the bases like no one else. Add our huge selection 

of wool rugs, lighting, pottery and accents and 
you've got the best of the Modern Arts & 

Crafts Movement, all under one roof. 
303-300-3332; www.modernbungalow.com

Mon-Ray, Inc.
For more than 70 years. Mon-Ray. Inc. has been 
the leader in high performance storm windows 

for historic projects to conserve energy, 
reduce noise and retain original appearances. 

800-544-3646; www.monray.com

North Prairie Tileworks
One of our long lime favorites, 

the Nouveau Tulip is a 
2 piece tile that becomes 

a 4 X 16 in. accent tile.
The Blue Nouveau Tulip 

has recently been selected for 
the Grove Park Inn renovation. 

The hand painted accent tile 
is available as shown $90.

612-871-3421
www.handmadetile.com

Moon Shadow Etchers
Antique reproduction door panels are created using 

CAD layout software and proprietary stenciling 
methods. Vector-based design allows adjustment 

to opening dimensions. Sandblast etching on 
tempered glass [ building code approved i creates 

the look of original antique glass—only better. 
503-668-6154; www.moonshadowetchers.com

Motawi Tileworks
Feels as cozy as it looks. Put our famous 
Motawi Mojo to work for you, designing 

the perfect custom installation 
for your home. 

www.motawi.com

Nostalgic Warehouse
Add instant character and charm to your home 
with distinctive, vintage-inspired crystal and 

brass door hardware. Mix & match to 
create the perfect combination with 

our virtual hardware designer. 
800-522-7336; www.nwdoorhardware.com

The Persian Carpet
Arts & Crafts Collection 

The most authentic and beautiful rugs in the 
Arts & Crafts tradition, come from our looms to 

your floor. View our outstanding selection of 
online, at a dealer near you, or call fora catalog. 

919-489-8362; www.persiancarpet.com

Pacific Register Company
State-of-the-art facility manufactures antique 

registers, decorative registers, heat vent covers, 
and other architectural products that are of 
superior quality at the most competitive and 
affordable price. Made right here in the USA. 
805-487-7900; www.pacificregisterco.com
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Chemicals, Inc.
iV4- Nu-Wal® restoration 

system for damaged 
walls and ceilings 

covers and reinforces 
the entire surface 

with a fine-textured

s'< Vfv'- rL )i

l'
fiberglass,

embedded in
• fi' elastomeric adhesive. 

Nu-Wal* also serves
1^

Pewabic Pottery
Transform your space with handcrafted 

Arts & Crafts style architectural tiles and 
giftware, made in Detroit since 1903. 

Introducing our Sunflower Trivets. 
313-626-2000; www.pewabic.org

as lead encapsulation
Shuttercraft and is quick,

Make your new old house cozy and authentic 
with real wood traditional shutter 

treatments in red oak or basswood. 
203-245-2608; www.shuttercraft.com

affordable, and
long-lasting.
800-247-3932

www.spec-chem.com

Stickley Sundial Wire
US-made cloth-covered electrical wire. 
Pulley Cord. Parallel Cord, Twisted Pair, 

Overbraid, single-conductor, cotton or rayon 
many colors/patterns. Lamp parts: 

sockets, plugs, shade holders, and more. 
Custom pendants assembled foryou. 
413-582-6909; www.sundialwire.com

The 2018 Stickley Collector Edition Dragonfly Desk 
Inspired by a design from the 1909 Gustav Stickley 

Catalog of Craftsman Furniture and the 
delicate inlay designs of architect Harvey Ellis. 

The 2018 Dragonfly Desk is an elegant and 
practical addition to any home. 

www.stickley.com

Thistle Hill Weavers
A bespoke weaving mill producing high quality 
historic reproduction textiles, trims and carpet 

for museums and private clients. 
Projects from research to installation. 

www.thistlehillweavers.com

Timberlane
A home deserves more than ordinary shutters. 
Timberlane offers extraordinary customization 
capabilities in the finest wood and maintenance- 
free materials, built to the tightest specifications, 

with complete color-matching options. 
Satisfied customers include custom builders, 
architects, designers, historians, discerning 

homeowners and more, 
t-888-616-9618; www.timberlane.com

The Unico System
The Unico System brings energy efficient central 

heating and air conditioning to older homes. 
The small, flexible ducts weave above ceilings 
and below floors, saving space and preserving 
original architectural features. Small round 

and slotted outlets come in dozens of 
finishes to match your decor. 

800-527-0896; www.unicosystem.com

Velvit Oil
An interior wood finish that stains fills, seals, 

protects, and beautifies all in one coat. Apply to fur
niture, paneling, antiques, reclaimed wood, floors, 
doors, woodwork, picture frames, cutting boards 

and gun stocks. Easy to repair if surface is damaged.
920-722-8355; www.velvitproducts.com
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Vintage Hardware 
and Lighting

55-BES-DL Large 
Commercial 

Architectural Art 
Deco Wall Sconce 
design by Ken K,
An outstanding 
exterior/interior 

commercial building 
sconce. Made from solid 
brass/bronze material, 

it weighs in at 
over 100 lb.

It is totally cast by 
the lost wax casting 

method. 
360-379-9030 

www.vintagehardware.com

Vermont Verde
Vermont Verde Antique a dark green serpentine stone 
quarried in Vermont. Has warmth and look of marble 

but is harder and less porous than most granite. 
Available in both slab and tile forms used both interior 
and exterior. Shown is Restoration of NH Governor's 

residence kitchen by Vintage Kitchens.
Photo by steveboothphotography.com. 

802-767-442; www.vtverde.com

Vintage Doors
Great 'Welcome Home" Moments Start Here! 

What makes one entry "extra" ordinary and mem
orable, while others remain humdrum? Timeless 
design, painstaking craftsmanship and real wood 
construction —lending permanence and meaning 
to every "welcome home." Choose Vintage Doors!

800-787-2001; www.vintagedoors.com

WILL MOSES
Spirit of ‘76

West System: G/flex®
A toughened, versatile, liquid epoxy for permanent 
waterproof bonding of fiberglass, ceramics, met
als, plastics, damp and difficult-to-bond woods. 

G/flex can make structural bonds that absorb the 
stress of expansion, contraction, and vibration. 

Ideal for bonding dissimilar materials. 
www.westsystem.com

Ward Clapboard Mill
Will Moses
Spirit of '76

Celebrate your independence with this 1000 piece 
jigsaw puzzle by Will Moses. Free catalog 

available featuring charming books, cards, 
puzzles, and artwork by Will Moses. 
800-328-6326; www.willmoses.com

Authentically produced. 100-percent vertical- 
grain. early American spruce and pine clapboards. 

Their mills in Maine and Vermont continue to 
manufacture quality logs into quarter-sawn 

clapboards with the same methods workers used 
more than a hundred years ago. 

802-496-3581; www.wardclapboard.com

Woodway
The Highland Park Panel Screen features 

prominent directional lines, heavy duty kiln-dried, 
sanded and rot resistant Western Red Cedar - 

perfect for privacy screening, space definition for 
outdoor living, decks, patios, fencing and more. 

800-459-8718; www.woodwayproducts.com

Woolen Mill Fan Company
Woolen Mill fans are crafted in a rural studio using 

real iron, solid bronze and solid mahogany wood 
blades. Visually they compliment both historical 

as well as contemporary room designs. 
717-382-4754

www.architecturalfans.com

Woodcraft Supply
Woodcraft's 20,000 plus products include several 
that make installing drawer slides easier, such as 
precision slide hardware available at Woodcraft 

retail stores nationwide, in the catalog and online. 
800-225-1152; www.woodcraft.com
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Tjemuddlins

DON’T
. .. remove the very face
of a house. Don’t trade a
period porch for an open

deck. We'd add "don’t Leave
a big scar’’—but in this
case the scar is a good

record for any subsequent
owner who decides to

put the porch back.

WHAT A RIP-OFF
What’s that expression? .. . "An American
Foursquare without its porch is just a cube. ”
Okay, maybe we made that up. But how true it is.
The great advantage of the foursquare massing
is economy: the builder gets the most interior
space for money spent on foundation, framing.
and roof. But it’s the front porch that affords this
house type warmth and welcome.

A buffer between private house and public
sidewalk, the porch or piazza—often full width
extends the box to soften it, providing a family
amenity while offering architectural interest.
Are the columns classically round, or are they 
battered piers borrowed from the Bungalow? Is 
the balustrade shingled, plain, or embellished 
with sawn cutout boards? Is the tongue-and- 
groove porch ceiling varnished, or painted blue?

Porches need maintenance, it’s a fact. Keep it
This house wears 
the frown-face 

of despair. J J
painted to deter rot. and be encouraged to know 
that most repairs, done in time, involve only 
simple carpentry.

-Ruth Cunningham

TWO WAYS TO WIN! If you spot a classic example of remuddling, submit it tolviator@aimmedia.com. We’ll give you $100 if your photos 
are published, if you want to see your witty words on this page, enter our monthly caption contest at facebook.com/oldhousejournal.
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